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A study of American foreign policy in Pol at ion
of tht olitical problems which occuri
-
Poll: iation since 1957. An a* the various
restrictions on United States assistance to a Communist country, the
political ch assistance, rod th . ible role of econc
assistance In unist countries to loosen their ties vith the
Soviet Union. uprisings in Poland and irlungary in 1956 focusec wo
at ion on the £ovi«t bloc. In reacting to i, Uni
ces foreign policy was hanaicappe ;oliti , Actions,
cxperieru froui the Polish situation incicate3 that t
public Bust - -:.<.r inl assistance to on-
tru chat the Pr<.. it be giv, ater latitude in d
quickly and effectively in 3uch situations* The United states uiust be
willin ..nd to accept the challenge ol ion in
East- Central curop in the face of heavy
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Why should United States economic assistance to certain Communist
countries stimulaL uch controversy from time to time in the Unit
States? Why shoui .otion be displayed regarding Unit v tei
foreign policy in this area? It ny be becaus e thought of
aiding Communist countries puzzles certain people who believe that the
Communists are our sworn enemies. It may be because the rigid policy
the United States has followed toward the Communis c iloc has caused the
public to feel that there can be no possible change in the Communist
bloc. An "either- or" policy has handcuffed the American public, and the
lack of information on United States foreign policy toward the Communist
bloc has made the people prone to emotional manipulation. 9ince the
death of Stalin, change has occurred in the Soviet bloc; but here in t
United States we were slow to recognize and exploit such change. Rigid
legal restrictions enacted in times of Communist expansion curbed the
flexibility of United states foreign policy duri» latter part of
the 1950' s. Consequently, a hard line was followed in our fort:,
policy at a time when it might have been advantageous to employ a
ible policy by granting aid to captive nations who made an attempt
to loosen their ties with the Soviet Unl .
It appears that the events in Poland after the Poznan riots
caught the United States off guard. There is a question as to whether
the United States really possessed any policy which would have been ai
to cope with a situation such as occurred in Poland in 1956. There i3
little doubt that the United States desired to assist Polana, and such
'.
Ill
assistance was entually granted, but was it in the best way or by the
best possible means? The move to assist Poland was slow when possibly
faster action should have been called for.
In the following work, the problems of Uni ates assistance
to Poland are reviewed in an attempt to determine what part economic
assistance might play in challenging the monolithic unity of the Soviet
bloc. A more comprehensive analysis could have been made if it had been
possible for officials of the State Department to reveal certain files
on United States-Polish negotiations. However, at the time of the inves-
tigation during the early summer of 1962 economic assistance to ist
countries was a highly sensitive subject— for there were attempts made
in Congress to abolish aid to Co—unist countries. As a result, it was
natural for State Department officials to be reluctant about giving
information on Polish assistance. This, of course, handicapped the
research; but, nevertheless, it is felt that adequate information was
uncovered through other sources in the Department of Commerce, Agricul-
ture, the Treasury Department, and works in the Library of Congress to
provide useful material for the investigation.
Recent events in Congress also pointed up the fact that the
rican public must be made aware of the alternatives available to the
United States in its relationship with East-Central Europe. As was
shown when the real issues were clarified and the courses of action w^
outlined, support was given to the President's views on this issue. It
wa. apparent that United States policy could not be an "either- or"
policy, and that the President had to be given the discretion of granting
assistance to Communist countries when he deemed it to be in the national
tm
iv
interest of the Un : . bates f As wa3 pointed out by Walter Lippman in
his column of July 12, 1962, the one big difference between the objectors
of aid to che Pi I was tfu _nt
was on the ia -/here he had to choose between what would happen if
gave a ; -/hat would happen if he did notj while the objectors were
on the ou . were , *Hy responsible for the choio. . iy the
President had access to information which enabled him to be able to
decide upon the proper course of acti
The large number of Polish-Awer leans found in the Unit.
caused a great number of people to be inte in the actions of the
United states. Although an attempt was made to determine the influence
of this body on Congress, it was fou.. cssii-le to datai
actual pressure this group had upon legislation. In an election, how
cou ttarmiM whether an American of Polish extraction voted for a
Con because of his attitude toward assistance to Poland?
a review of various works led the author to believe that the Polish-
rican voted as a Republican or a Democrat, or as a farmer or an
•atrial worker. Where pressure was exerted by the Polish-Aiutricans
was through lobbying in Congress by such groups as the Polish-American
Congress and the Polish Falcons.
It is interesting to note also the attitude of the officials of
Poland regarding United States- Polish transactions since 1957. The
author was promptly corrected during an interview with on ;h
official when he used the terms "assistance" anc "aid" when referring to
nomic transactions between the United States and Polanc. The Polish











Vpurchased the agricultural commodities from the United States. It may
be a matter of semantics but, nevertheless, it is true that Poland will
pay for the items purchased from the Unitec s. At the same tin
it is necessary to recognize that the market provided by Poland allowed
the United States to i E of surplus agricultural commodities, and
helped create a market for the 8 when Poland will purchase grain
and other commodities for dollars. Thus, it way teen that relations
with Poland ;ortant economically as well as politically for the
United States.
There is a need lor greater flexibility in the United states
regarding its relationship with the Soviet bloc. Once legislation per-
taining to the Communist regime is enacted the Congressmen are reluctant
to amend or repeal such legislation. It is recognized that our national
security is of utmost importance, but it is sometimes wondered whether
ant i-Communist feeling is sometimes not carried to extremes. To this
end other members of the West I a more realistic approach
to the Soviet bloc than the United States especially in the ires of
foreign trade.
It is hoped that Polish-American relations since 1957 will be the
beginning of increased United States activity in East-Central Europe.
It is true that the United States is gambling in its policy toward
countries liKe Poland, but the odds definitely stem to be in our favor.
Poland is the focus of all the other states of the area. United States
activity there could be the basis for further change in the other cap-
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American Foreign Policy and East-Central Europe, 1956
The year 1956 was an important year for American foreign policy
in East-Central Europe. It waj a time when the Unitec states was
Challen 9 act in an area which had been heretof. as
completely controlled by the Soviet Union. The monolithic unity of the
Soviet bloc was rarely questioned, but events in Poland and Hungary
sounded a signal that efforts were being made by the captive nations to
assert their national self- determination. The nations ioort.ee to t
West, particularly the United States, for support in their struggle to
loosen their ties with the Soviet Union. ism had been imposed on
the people of East-Ct.ntral Europe for over a decaae but, nevertheless,
the spirit of nationalism became evident. There was no pi or
attempt on the part of Poland to eliminate iy the Communistic
form of government, but the mere fact that Polanc was allowed to seek
increased economic ties with the West indicated that Polan d had attained
a unique position in the Soviet bloc. In the Stalin era such an att
would not have been permitted, and would have been promptly suppressed.
However, in 1956 there appeared a chance that the Soviet Union wou
allow Poland to take certain 1 .res in the control and direc-
tion of ita internal affairs. To succeeu in this venture, however,
Poland required econc, distance to help buttress its faK
economy.
ban:
[igMtlMfMn Ijc; 01: ^9aa jvzn ..hk>\ » f .^.iar-ui
2This was the tiae that the United States had an opportunity to
exert i ace in Poland. Great interest was generated in the
Uni .ate* by the large number of Americans of Polish extraction.
They urged officials of the United States to kid the Gomulka Ml and
the Polish people. Economic assistance was one way the United Stat
v,ould aid the evolution in Poland. Prior to 13^6 the United States had
expressed continuous interest La Poland but had been handicapped by the
means by which it could aid the people of this captive nation. Certainly
military aid was impossible. Now an opportunity was made available
whereby the Uni ,ates could aid Poland through economic means. The
efficient methods of agriculture in the Uni. .ates created large
amounts of surplus agricultural commodities which could be utilized to
ease the economic plight in Poland.
However, there were a numner of obstacles to be overcome before
such assistance could be given. The Battle Act created legal restric-
tions which hindered the fl-xibility of our foreign policy in Polar, .
Although it is ufficult to :ine the total number of
Polish-Americans in the Uni , ,ates by means of present speech,
sentiment, name or status, it is estimated that the figure totals about
seven million. Large Polish-American groups are located in New York
(1,230,000), Illinois (6. ), Pennsylvania (787,250), Wisconsin
(200, 000), end Connecticut (200,000). (Joseph A. Wytrwal, America
Polish Heritage
, 1st edition /Detroit: Endurance Press, l%lfi p. 97.)
This group exerts political influence through personal contact
with members of Congress, and through organizations such as the Polish-
rican Congress, the Polish Council of National Unity, and the Polish
Falcons. In one case where a Congres i Polish descent, Representa-
tive Th . on, Democrat of Illinois, was against eif to Poland
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3Aid could not be granted to list Poland as quickly as may have been
desired by the President, or in such amounts as the Polish Governraent
may have felt was necessary to insure its unique position. In addition,
there was strong political opposition in the United States against aid
to a Communist nation which was a member of the Warsaw Pact, evolution
was desired in cast-Central Europe, but United .States foreign policy was
hampered by legal and political obstacles. Aid to Poland was to prove
to be a highly sensitive and controversial subject from its very incep-
tion.
Political Atmosphere in Poland in 1956
The year 1956 was a time of great unrest among the satellites of
the Soviet Union. Hungary and Poland boch made their bid to loosen
their ties with the Russians. As is known fro., history, the revolt in
Hungary ended in bloody suppression of the insurrection of the Hungarian
"freedom fighters." In Poland, however, the Government managed to
maintain control of the rebels of the Poznan riots of June 28 and thereby
caused him to change his views. (Harry Schwartz, "Poles Plea is Backed
in the United States," New York Times , January 27, 1957, p. 6.)
It appeared that there was little question that the Polish group
in the United States advocated support for the people of Poland and the
granting of assistance to them by the United states. The wave of pro-
.ulka was so great that some observers felt that it raised serious
dancer of Communist infiltration ana subversion of a nationality group
that had oeen one of the staunchest foes of Communism in this country.
What influenced the Polish-American opinion so much in this country
was the support given the Gomulka group by th. n ^atholic leader-
ship in Poland, particularly Cardinal Wyszinski. In a vote taken by a
Polish lar, newspaper in Buffalo to select the outstanding Pole of
1956, Cardinal Wyszinski received 3*638 votes, while Mr* Gomulka was
( Ibid .) Such a mass expression of approval for a
Polish Communist would have been unheard of a few months earlier.
-MM ';;-. iu-'Oi. .'.'-. 91 J •- \
i>
kprevented the necessity of military intervention by the Soviet Union. A
dilemma existed for the Soviets as to the proper course of action they
should take in solving the problems which b; Hit in Eastern Europe.
Fortunately for Poland, the USSR dtciaed to relax the tight yoke it held
over Poland by allowing Gomulka to assume power and determine the course
the Poles were to pursue during those hectic months following the Po^nan
riots.
Certain concessions were taade to the Polish people. The inade-
quacy of investment in agriculture, especially on the private sectors,
together with the shift of lands and manpower into such industrial crops
as sugar, beets, and tobacco contributed to the decline in the cereal
and potato harvests from I9h9 to 195$ • This necessitated the iraports of
wheat and rye from the Soviet Union, France, and Argentina. Failure in
planned goals, plus steady inflation caused considerable difficulty in
the feeding of the swollen populations of the industrial cities, as well
as the Armies of the Soviet Union stationed in Poland.^ A Polish
economist revealed that six important crops gave a lower yiela per acre
in 195U than in 193U to 193&J that Polish agriculture used fewer ferti-
lizers than before the warj that the official figures about the rli
standard of living were falsified, Professor Lipinski, Professor of
Economics at the Central School of Planning and Statistics, challenged a
1c tenet of the Sommunist Doctrine of the superiority of collective
farming over individual farming. It was pointed out that Poland, still






5largely an agrarian country was importing increasing aaounts of grain.
Further, the decline of Polish agriculture started with the introduction
the Stalinist iiiethods of village socialization which were character-
ized as "legalized robbery."
The ferment brought about the crystallization of two factions
that became known as the "liberal," and tl\ .olin< ; (Stalinist) groups.
The liberals favored further deaocr; -ization of the regime and Gomulka's
return to the position of First Secretary. The Natolins favored stern
reprisal. A sharp struggle for power ensued.
^
At the end of September 1956, t first trials of those accused
of "anti-sccialist" participation in the Poznan riots began. The trials
offered an opportunity for public condemnation of a of violence
and injustice. The people were arousec and even the frequent changes in
the leadership of the Party, in the Government and ministerial offices
did not satisfy them. Hilary Kiss, First Deputy Premier, said to be
responsible for the catastrophic state of the Polish economy and for the
poverty of the people, resigned rathei than continue to face the criti-
cise. As the internal tensions developed, tot people demanded that
Gomulka should become head of the Administration. Both Communists and
non- Communists had great faith in the man. It wa3 realized that he had
teen right when he advocate Dolish road to Socialism," the deviation
from orthodoxy for which he had been sent to prison nine years before.
%.. K. Dziewanowski, »Ai<J for Poland; A Calculated Risk,"
Current History, 33:h3, July, 1957.
uIbid., p. I
_•Ml
6He was he > a national 3 r vivo, alone, coulu save the country
from a . . Ituation. The underlining of the Party leadership,
the criticise of the intellectuals, and Posnan greatly }owuika f 3
bid for a return to power.
Thus, on October 19, 1956, the Central .tee of the Party m
to prepare for the installation of Go&ulka as the head of the Party. No
doubt his election would have been carried through without any difficulty
if the Soviet leaders had not staged a su amatic intervention.
Premier Krushchev, Moiotov, Kagonovitch, and ;<UKoyan, accompanied by
several Generals walked in on them and, at the same time, it was an-
nounced that the Red Amy was mak: .ngerous moves towarc Warsaw. No
accurate report of the events which occurred at the aieeting is yet known,
but there is no doubt that the >oviet leaders wanted to keep Poland
,h*c rule of the n who were blindly faithful to Moscow.
Kr» Gomulka and those lied the Soviet
Their actions astounded the Soviets who finally gave way rather than
enforce their will through the intervention of tlH Army. Goaau
was unanimously jtary of the Party the day after the
mission returned to Moscow.
Reaction in the Uniteo stat^.;
nts in Poland were being closely watched by United States
officials who sympathized with the Polish quest for a certain amount of
•ice from the Soviet Union. Being a presidential election year,
-
>
Hu. ipka, eastern uirope in the Postwar (New Yorki
lek A. Praeger, Incorporated, 19oY), pp. O
.,1B±
7the revolt in Poland provided material which was used by the candidal
speaking throughout the country. In a speech at the Pulaski Day parade
in New York on October 8, A >n said that the United States
could not affora the "luxury of complac indifference" until the
millions of enslaved persons over the world had their lands and liberty
restored to them. He further stated that "We reaffirm our allegiance
and our faith in the cause of Free Poland and the restoration of the
beta and privileges of her people." President Eisenhower, mindful of
the way the events in Poland were being closely watched by the American
public said, "Our hearts go out to the people of Poland in their struggle
7
to win freedom from Soviet domination.
The platform adopted by the Republican party in San Francisco in
August 1956 called for "liberation" of ?. and other satellite states
and expressed confidence that United States policy woulc help "restore
freedom and national independence" to those states. There was no defi-
nition, however, of the term "liberation." Many persons who .lie
term thought in terms of the complete end of Communist rul /istern
Europe, rather than in terms of substitution of rule by "national
Communism" for the Hoscow variety. The Republican Administration had to
proceed cautiously during this perioo for fear of instigating open
"Douglas Dales, "Stevenson L >o a Free Poland," New York
Times
, Oc 6, 1956, p. 1.
^Denver Statement by President Eisenhower, New York Times
,
October
21, 1956, p. 1.
—"
'-'Harry Schwartz, "United States Aid for Poland?" New York Times
,
October 21, 1956, p. ! ,
'I
1
revolt in Polana. The Unit tes ho Ission to perform as the
champion of fr. but Pi ihower i-eaarkea that H The day of
ration nag postponed whf ted forces for a ti & protest
suicidal.'''' fhe objectives of the Unit should Be:
First - to to conduct ours. in all our international rela-
tions that we never compro .he fundamental principle that
all ; who have pr Ives capable of self-
government have a to independent government of their own
full, free choi
3econ< - •:• to help the: i- loving people who need and want
and can profitably use our i. chat they j vance in their
ability for self support ai add strength to the security
and peace of the free wc
A few days later in an addreai >re the Dallas Council on Wc .
Affal .ecrebary of State Duiles emphasis
The captive peoples should never have reason to 1 b that
they have in us a sincere 1 dedicat lend who shares in
their aspirations. T ift know that they can draw up our
abundance to tide themselves over the period of economical
adjustment which is inevitable as they rededicat tr pro-
;tive efforts to the service of their own people , rather than
their exploiting master. Nor do we condition economic t:
between us upc, >tioe of these countries of any particular
for* of society .... The Unitea States has no rior pur-
in desiring the inc. . ace of thf t countries.
^
Although providing no official eon it to the Polish government re-
garding aid, the United States was strongly hinting that such assistance
'Address at the Anniversary Dinner of the Brotherhood of Car-
penters and Joiners, October 23, 1956, Publi c Papers of the Presidents





^John F. Dullc3, "The T.sk 0: an a is




» JJB Department of State Bulletin, *r 5, 1956.

9from the United States would be forthcoming. Further steps wou,
upon the trend of events which wou- La Polam. The Unl .
States could not afford to appear overanxious Id to Poi<
lest Goaulka be branded a "tool of the West" by the ians, ai
be ti M b to exerc o control over the country.
Official Action Taken
As a result of the hint n by the Uniteu States Government
regarding assistance to Poland, an official note was deposit with the
1 p
United States by Poland requesting econo distance.
The executive branch of the Uni eterained
that P' Lai was a "friendly" country and, thereby, would be eligible for
assistance froa the United States. In a letter dated December 28, i<
sent by thy Assistant Secretary of State Robert C. Ti i I gc the Chairman
of the Committee on Foreign Relations, the Honorable Walter F. Qeor
this finding was axpr< as follows:
As you know, following the developments in Poland last
October, the Pr
-
that to help freedom- lov
people, such as the Polish people, would add
security and p f the free world. The executive branch
consi feious oeasureSj within t: of exist;
i^Unii, tes Department of Coanerce, Unpublished Files oi i.
Washington, D.C. An attempt was Bade to obtain ti .ext of this request
frow th it of State without -s. The Department o: aerce
files only acknowledged the existence of the note, ana inquiries at the
Depar. be brought forth comments by officials there of i
bering such a note. However, no text was made available. In a speech
maae by President Eisenhower a few weeks after the note was supposed to
have been recei , he stated that the United States officials had been
in contact with the Poiish Govt . The ate of the note was
October

legislation, which would contribute to the achievement of
these objectives.
Poland has indicated a desire to purchase a number of
items, including certain agricultural products, a number of
which are in surplus. Following a reexamination of executive
branch policy, it has been decided to allow surplus agricultural
. titles to be exported for dollars at world market prices
to Eastern European countries (except the Soviet Union) on a
selective, basis in the national interest. Accoi in ly, it has
been di load that surplus agricultural commodities may be
solo to Poland fo2 rs at world market prices.
The Secretary has also determined on the basis of careful
examination of the Polish situation since October 1956, that
Poland is not now dominated or controlled, by the USSR,
and accordingly qualifies as a friendly nation within the
meaning of section 107 of the Agricultural Trace Development
and Assistance Act of 195k* as amended (Public Law 1;60, 8
Cong. 2d sess.). He intends to inform the Secretary of
Agriculture that Polana is eligible for title I and title III,
P. L. U80 transactions. The Secretary has t is ion
on the basis of the current situation and all the evidence
available to him. He recognizes, of course, that important
ne* vopments are taking place in Eastern Europe and that
the future course of events may alter thi3 situation.
Accordingly, these events will be followed closely and the
validity of the current appraisal will be kept constantly
under review. L
During the fall of 1956 the Committee on Foreign Affairs was
conducting hearings relative to the Foreign Policy of the Unit
and Mutual Security. Eminent persons were queried on the events in
oern Europe and possible implications on A n foreign policy.
Doctor Alex Inkeles of the Russian Research Center, Harvard University
felt that:
. . . recent developments in Poland are posing a bigger problem
for the Soviet Union with regard to the issue of control.
Developments constituted a challenge to the Soviet Union. There
^congressional Record— Senate, 85th Congress, 1st Session, Vol.
103, PartT, April 1, 1957, p. U872. The letter was classified con-
fidential until this date.
.
Litis a fettling of frustration because of poi :.
Cc on in Polanc, a not ;iis, I
is faced with the pr: returning to a Stalinist-type of
control, or accepting the situation as it existed.
M
, Paul H. Nitze, President of the Foreign t acation Foundation
did .^at th labia situation which the n satellites w^
in was Hide ix>ssible because of the aid which the United States had
provided Tito. ^ Others felt unsure of the situation in Polanc and
war: out any misunderstanding about the apparent friendliness toward
the capitalist world. The iaAepefi jwn was that of independence
within the Coaimunist orbit alone, ana should not be construed to wean
that the nations were tteapfclag to detach themselves fro
yerthelcss, i'.r. George P« uennan interpreted , velopsent as
very iraportant since it was the beginning of the transition of the whole
world Coastunisa froia a eionolithicaily controlled jsove&ent to a plural-
istic one; and it could have considerable consequences over th*. 1
16
»r ioviet fo >olicy.
^'4Unitv i Osogrttdi BlttM o. itaciv.. i f rtee on
Foreign Affairs. Foreign Pol icy and . 'lutual security . .Hkarin Tore
the Coiaaiittee, 31th Congress, *2a Session, October, 195>6 (Washington:







A New Soviet-Polish A^i^a^nt
Koveaber l5 3 1956, Gonwlki went be :ow to negotiate a new
agr . with the let Unio , iving recognized the leadership of
Premier Krc took steps apparently to aid Pol
The a. ; it was on Boveaber 18, 1956, with terms very favort
to Polan .. Thfc.se li :
1. Recognition of Polish "full sov* by and independence."
2. A pie eye of Soviet non- interference in Polish politics.
co sell i, ons of grain plus stfi
coBi&odities to Poland with the stipulation that paynent
was to be made in 1963-6$.
.ancellation of Polish debts to the Soviet Union.
5. A grant of credit of 700,000,000 ruble* (approximately $125
million at the official rat Exchange).
6. Provision for the repatriation of Polish citizens fro
ft Union.
7. Provision for Soviet troops to remain in Poland until a
German settlement had been reached, ana gave Poland control
over the location and movement of these troop .
Although it appears that (joajulaa had won sweeping econoa I
cessions, Doctor Jan Wsselaki, former economic i in the Polish
Goverment, residing in the Unl /ie war, stated that the
L natur >oviet-Polish economic and financial relation
^For text of the I it see Documents on International Affa j
1956 (London: Oxford University Pr^ss, 1959),' pp. 5'l7-523.

be reported properly in the press as this agreement had been.
Hr. uouiulka could not lit a claim fo. . ilion he felt was
to Poland from Russia, lor he was confronted with a Russian countercl
of 2.1; million rubles for a debt Poland rated Russia for not having sup-
plied all the coal she had baen forced lo . r in accordance with the
Agreement of August 16, i ^tween the two countries. This was the
debt that was regarded i i . in the new t ftt.
UniWi States Assistance
After determining that Poland was a "frit nation, the Uni
States extended an invitation to the Polish Government to he aomiu
talks in Washington. In a Department of State telegram sent to the
T-ican Embassy in Warsaw on February 7, i'J:l, the Uni oates,
. . . invited the Polish Government to hci ic talks in
Washington in order to expl rtain questions involved in
expanding economic relations between the two countries. The
Polish Government has already indie; iess to senu
financial and commercial experts to Washington for this
purpose. The talks are expected to include, in particular,
consideration of Poland's interest in obtaining Uni...
ultural commodities in surplus sup Ly. It is expected
that the discussions will take place in the near futui
As a result of the invitation, a Polish it ion hea
Henry Kotlicki, Director General, Ministry of Finance arrived in I
Uni :ates for negotiations which commenced on February 26, 1957.
*\Jan Wszelaski, ' oviet-Polish A ..nt," Utt«r to the New York
Times
, November 28, 1956, p. .
3Ibid.
'epartment of State Telegram to the American embassy in Warsaw,
February 7, 1957, Unpublished Files of the Department of Comber-.: .
; . .
-
The initial Polish request amounted to $300 million, mostly in agricul-
tural ities (coarse grains, fats, and oils), farming anc mini
machinery, to be purchased on long-term credits. The Polish request for
was in two forms: $2 ilion worth of surplus farm
chiefly wheat and cotton, tfl old for Polish zlotys, I I request
for $100 million loan fro export- Import Band to finance the pur-
chase of American machinery -
While the negotiations were taking place between the officials of
the two
.
overnAeatSj a number of studies were conducted by Congress
Lng assistance to p
Special Unitea .States Studies
The House Committee on Foreign Affairs traveled to Eastern Europe
in April 1957 to obtain information on the policy the United Ste
should adopt toward the Satellite Nations. As a result of the trip,
= 3 ion reporte .
. » . the policy of this Government toward the sate 11 : two-
fold: First, a negative policy of not interven! iitarily,
either unilaterally or internationally, andj second, assurance
of such policy in advance to t t, Union.
°
The Study Hiss ion chat any policy towar sateiil
nations of Europe had to be geared to a policy of building a
^Edwin Dale, Jr., »IN»laad Asks U. S. for i ilion," Mew York
Times, March 12, 1957, p. 12.
^United States Congress, of Representatives, C on
Foreign Affairs, Repor t of the Special Study mission to Europ-,. on Policy
Toward the Satellite Nations , House Report Wo. 531, b^th" Congress, 1st




i&aintainincj a frt-t Buro$>«. In the event 01 i ol i: i
of the satellites, the Unit I f the free woric !
to assist in rebul ±1 structural of the coun-
tri take whatever steps were necessary -ore thea in their
proper role in ^uropear by* They were assured by the Po<
that as long as Moscow felt its borders wtre secure, Poland coul
:nratively radical departures in other ; , In this connect
i
tht Polish Government foresaw an era iitence between the
7
the West with Poland playing the role of an arbiter.
ission, the only one to visit Poland was t
Honorable Alvin . .at ley .. wa3 : ..or a j of
thrt April 25 through j . inw t:
?ffiH I all officers of the American uiabassy; ail taajor Western nevsps
con -jlish crs
of the Parliament ( )j as well as high ranking officials of .
tlstrUs of Foreign Affai ^riculture. In all,
sot-e thirty- one people Were interviewee, an-: in virtually
questions asked resulted in the following answers of how any economic
assistance could aid Pole. .it the United Stat
1. The internal consumption stan improv. ace
Polan .• on the >oviet bloc ntial Import .
2. African aid woul ilpfeontd out of Pal In connection
with the Soviet-Polish A| 16, 1956.
—
—
mmmmmam——i—»— —— »> —mi
?Ibid., pp. yil.

3. If no aid were forthcoming Polanc would becoac completely
survient to Moscow, and a Stalinist-type i . &
probably return to Polar .
h. Economic assistance fm the |ht well Induce
other satellites to follow Poland 1 ! path.
5. Th ..ification of aid to Polana woui e tn tarn of our
ior.al interest since our commercial iaarket3 would expanJ,
cultural contacts would increase, and the cui
gain by the weakening of Soviet economic domination of East
Central Europe
.
On the question of whether it was possible to separate the bene-
fits of aid to the Polish people from aid to the Government, it was
concluded that it was impossible to Jo 30. To help the Polish peo
would BOOR that the Gomulka W would also be strengthened. This was
necessary, for as Cor. an Beat-ley found, thy Polish economy was in a
wear ition.
In a review of the situation in various areas of the economy,
following conditions were given:
Agriculture . The Gomulka was committed go discontim
forced collections of fc: , uncollect iviae farmlands,
encourage voluntary cooperatives, and develop a wethoc for returning
rivate ownership. In order to accomplish the ab ent of
forced collections, it was necessary for the Polish Governaent to estab-
lish a four-month reserve of wheat. This wouio discourage speculat
hoarding ana inflation while, at the same time, ensure essential con-
sumption requirements. The Minister of Agriculture stated that





of six months shoulc be required fro<n the time of acquisition of the
reserve to the announcement of discontinuance of fo oil . ; .
There was also a ii by ti
develo7> the he populations. Prior to the war,
number of oattl oi ho-sj now the ratio was revd
Feed grains would be require Umtet of tefl far ;
bread grains for feed and, thereby, restore to non^al the ratio
cattle to hoys. The Poles wouic not only improve Mm c protein
t if " iiui in this field, but woulc also tfl their exports
of w.tat products M it to Western iiuro;. .
il
j
inin^. dininy equi • was needed for the modernization
of oi iocs M construction of new ones, n a
cat exporter of coal, but si; t:hc amount el port rv
fallen sharply. In 1955 it *ai twenty-; illion cons; in
was ninet Uion tons; ano in 1957 it. was op t.o
fourteen million tons. Coal exports to western durop*.. woulc in I
if coal production in Poland increased, as the West is in 30urc«.
of producer durables for the Polish .y.
Cotton ln..u>try . Th area, th> ;er of cotton
auanufacturin • in Polanc, hac suffered ttrlom Ml .'ai
unrest because of the lack of cotton. The P.- td that obey
couid utilize up to 120,000 metric tons of cotton annually but, at
present, v reiving only about .ans a year. Of this au.iount
about 70,000 to VI y wons cm oainder coairtg









their purposes. Cotton was a high-priority ite.it In the statea requir.
seats t ''' - -3 were anxious to increase
their experts of low-cost t| :tilea to Afri CJ utfcsast Asia for
ntial
. Imports*
Foreign Trad . Lnee about t.9^'u, there he a a shift in
Poland's t - relationship between the last and the West. Prior to
Vc^ld V&T II, mantly vita the ¥* it, ty
1?5U> aboi 9 was with Eastern Europe, . cent of which was
with t'i riet Union. However, by 19$6 the ratio changed so chat
per cent . ; sent Hki I '- the ~viet Union;
an<< bO • '•'•" ' sitl - • Poland was interested an ietenuined
to laci her trade with the West as the West li the main reliable
o
source rn industrial, equipment m in Polan
After th< iien A the Polish e onouy and the recognition of
the fact that. Poland needed assistance, the Study i.ission was not
unaniur ; ly in favor 0i aid to Poland* However, a statement was pre-
sented that If the United States jrant assise- to Poland the
followi n:
(a) There should be > separate Polish program af economic
assistance which could be defended on its own merit: and
or ;>ii. on the sa .
(b) ; foi Poland .should be limit*
(c) T ion of credit shoal-:'' be on a year-to-year basis,
o termination by either party wit. of
notice. The tenure of the present Polish (k rernment is






and a successor to the Gomulka i ' vably be
a customer with whan it wouU not be in our best interes
to do business.
(d) There should be certain conditions attached to the progrn. .
Long-range problems, such as claims ano pre-war debts, can
be deferred until the existing atuosphere improve. However,
it would not be unreasonable to request the Poles to estab-
lish a counterpart fund of zlotys, or at least, if the
credit is to be repaid partially in zlotys, to earmark a
part of local expenditures by our Government.*
Other conditions might be considered, such as the maintenance of a
favorable exchange rate for tourists, a definite agreement on the duty
on customs duties of private relief packages from this country to Pol-
and the settlement of dual nationality claims— among some of the it
mentioned in the report.
As can be seen, the conditions set by the Study mission v.
geared to short-range objectives. The United States could deal only
with the Gomulka regime on a year-to-year basis because of the insta-
bility of the Polish economy and the doubt about Gomulka's length of
tenure in office. According to the report, assistance given to Poi
should be li whereas Poland was in need of a large amount of
assistance to ease the economic plight existing in the country.
Earlier, the Senate had also conducted its own investigations
irding the Foreign Aid program of the United States. A Special
Senate Committee to study the Foreign Aid Program of the Unit. ites
commissioned eleven commercial organizations to prepare stuoies on
various areas of Forei . The Council of Economic and Industry
., pp. 15-16. U|3
-... ..
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Research, Incorporated covered the area of the activities of the
Coaatunist bloc and their implications for the Un : In a
report relet I , 1957, the Council submitted that:
Aid offered to Poland and Hungary in recent nonttiSj
accepted, might have strengthened pro- Western sentiment ....
The offer of surplus foe it gain a considerable psychologi-
cal advantage. But the policy of offering aid is two edged.
Any economic aid merely serves to strengthen the tc onomic
system the Communist bloc is able to administer and exploit.
If United States aid in the form of food, raw materials, and
possibly capital goods were allowed to flow in to the satellites,
there is no assurance even that the satell. jples will gain
a net benefit since equal amounts might be diverted elsewhere
from normal soure . oreover, such a jly strengthen
th list countries without ^aunistic
at the top.
.... If economic aid were offerred in expectation of
drawing the satellites away from the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, such expectations are likely to be disappoint
The bond between the satellites and the Union of Sovi
Socialist Republics is the -ist control mechanism—
a
political fact. As long as this political control mechanism
hoi jther, United States economic assistance would have
relatively little effect as a means of detachment. 12
This report, couplea with that of the House Study Mission cer-
tainly did not increase the prospects of Polish aid. While negotiations
proceeded in Washington, the debate of aid or no aid to Poland continued
not only in Congress but also within the nation. In Congress, Senator
Knowland of California was one of the most vociferous opponents of
assistance to Poland. Feeling that Secretary Dulles stretched a point
Council for Econo^i Industry Research, Incorporate
Foreign Assistance Activities of the Communist uloc and their Implica-
tions for the United states . X"study prepared at the request of the""
Special Committee to Study the Forei; program, Unite J States
Congres 5th Congress, 1st Session, Committee print
(Washington: Government Printing Offic 7), pp. £2-5. •
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when he released the finding of Pole ''friendly" and thus quali-
fying ior Ass i 3tune r Public Lav . ,nowland etaphasiz.
that because of certain Polish exports (to Russia included strategic
goods), aid to the country was prohibited under the Battle Act. In his
remarks in the Senate on April 1, 1957, he reiterated:
If the law can be stretched to the extent of saying Poland is a
friendly country, then it certainly could be said that Polish
haras were strategic materials. *^
He doubted whether the Secretary of State would have written the same
type of letter in the spring of 1957 regarding Poland after the Polish
representative voted in the United Nations to condemn American aggi
sion and after Gomulka said he approved the Soviet's repres.. ; of the
people of Hungary in seeKing their free.
On the other hana, John F. Kennedy, then a Senator fr sa-
chusetts, took issue with the Senator from California, and strongly
vocated aid for Poland. In a letter to Secretary Dulles dated
March 12, 1957, Senator Kennedy saiu:
.... If there is even a slight chance that this demonstration
of friendship will help the Polish people to loosen further the
bonds of Soviet domination, then the obvious gains for this
nation and the free world will have been well worth the effort.
There is within the Congress a considerable booy of opinion
which would look with favor upon an Administrative decision
approving economic assistance to the people of Poland. Hunger
has never been a weapon of American foreign policy - and if we
jngressional Record
,
Senate, o5th Congress, 1st Session, Vol.
103, Part" I, April 1, 1957, p. U869.
li4The vote in the United Nations referred to by Senator Knowlanu
took place on February 26, i. he Special Political
where the representative >f the Polish Government voted to condemn the







score these "cold war" advantages only by turning a deaf ear to
Polish hunger at »«ry, then we will have won a dubious
''victory" at least.
To deny help because they have not been able to shake off
total tmist control would be brutal and dangerous policy,
either increasing their dependence on Russia, or driving fehfl
into the slaughter of a fruitless, premature revolution. 15
There were other hurdles in addition to the political variety
which had to be cleared before any agreement could be reached between
Poland and the United Stat . There were definite legal liaitatioai on
the form and source of aid which the United States could provide^ namely,
the Johnson Act, the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act (coauionly
known as the Battle Act), the Mutual Security Act, and the Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act (Public Law 1*80) . Although Poland
was eligible for assistance unaer Public Law U80 as a result of the
finding of Secretary Dulles, authority and funds for this law w.
running out.
^John F. Kennedy, letter to Secretary of State Dulles favoring





A HISTORY CF NEGOTIATIONS AND AG IS
General
Since 1957 the United States has provided Poland with $U86.7
million of assistance, mostly in the form of agricultural commodities.
Of this amount, $ii25.7 million was for purchases under Public Law a80,
and the remaining $6l.O million was in the fori* of dollar credits M
available from the Presidents Contingency Fund, and administered by the
export- Import Bank. To aid the reader in following the chronological
investigation of the negotiations and agreements, the following ta
is provided to help formulate an overall picture of the assistas
provided to Polan- .
UNITED STATES LOAMS JO POLAND
*
Total (Including)
Date of L^an Agreement >unt of Loan PL U80


























Arrival of the Polish Delegation . At the invitation of the
Department of State a Polish dl ion, h. jy Henry Kotlicki,
Director General, Kinistry of Finance, art. a the United States for
relations. As was mentioned earlier, the initial Polish requ
amounted to $300 million ano was broken down into two parts: $200
million for surplus farm co lea to be purchased under Public Law
U8O3 and $100 million in the form of a loan from the Export- Import Bank
to finance the purchase of American machinery. The Polish representa-
tives attempted to convince Uniteo States officials that the amount
requested was needed urgently to alleviate the depressed economical
situation in Poland. However, the $.. ilion figure se: at of the
question. Negotiations dragged on for weeks awaiting a high In-
decision about the amount of assistance the Administration should safely
request in Gomulka's regime. The Administration desired to set of
the evolution of events in Poland prior to making a definite commitment.
In the meantime, Senator Knowland, an opponent of aici to Poland, was
seeking an answer to how Polana could conclude an agreement wren
Vietnam which supposedly included a grant of a considerable amount of
money to Vietnam by Poland, and at the same til quest assistance from
the United states. In this connection, he wrote a letter to Acting
Secretary of State Christian Herter requesting an explanation of the
situation. A short while later, he received an answer fro. Acting
x£dwin L. Dale, Jr., "Poland Asks U.S. for $300 Million," New-
York Times
,
ftarch 12, 1957, p. 12.
..
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Secretary stating that according to State Department information there
was no money given by Poland to Vietnam. Rather, a simpl. line of credit
for the purchase of sugar Machinery and boilers for power station-;
been granted to Vietnam for which Poland was to receiv. - Viet-
nam. The Secretary further stated that none of the items involved in
the Polish-Vietnam transaction were among the type requested from the
2United States by Poland.
While Americans expressed their hopes regarding tht; effect of
United States assistance on the Polish people, the Polish press sought
to destroy such hopes. The Polish papers reported that Polanc was
alarmed at the way the Unitec States press was linking economic negotia-
tions in Washington with the possibility of ,: loosening" ties with the
Soviet Union. Trybuna Luou, the main newspaper of the ruling United
Workers (Communist) Party, reported that it was unthinkable to "loosen
the ties with a country whose friendship is the only basi3 on our
independence and security. ** It was important to the Pol^s that no
political strings be attached to any United States assistance.
The First United States Proposal. The first Unitec States pro-
posal of $75 million in economic assistance was made in early April of
1957. Of th<; total $25 million was to be in the form of a long-term
loan unocr the pr- risions of the Farm .Surplus Disposal Program,
^Christian Herter, Letter to Senator Knowlanc, as cited in the
Congress ionsl Record
,
Senate, 8 r>th Congress, 1st .Session, Vol. 1
Part 5, p. 5981.
3"Aid to Red Eloc Opposed in Study for Senate Group," Hew York




;>iillion was to be in the form of a long- tern loan from the iixport-
Ifdport Bank, and $10 to $30 million was to be in the form of a two to
three year credit in a triangular arrangement involving the United
States, West Germany, and Poland. The United states was to prov
credits to West German concerns which would then be able to ext-.
credits to Polar, . The Polish negotiators were appraiser of the fact
that the offer was only a beginning and that the growth of Polish inde-
pendence would find increasing sympathy in the United states.
The Polish reacted to the Uni: .ates proposal by 3tating that
it was insufficient for the risk they were taking in negotiating with
the West against the warning of Krushchev. The Poles said they would
accept $120 million as the minimum requirement to meet, Poland's needs in
1957. They incicated that they needed one million tons of United States
grain to tad the compulsory delivery of grain oy Polish farmers and
thereby establish a free market. This would help transform the Stalinist
pattern in the Polish agricultural economy. In addition, the imported
grain would orovide the Polish Government with a supply of grain to use
on the market to prevent a free market price from rising exorbitantly
and as a reserve against another bad crop year. In their new infor
request, the Poles desired loans to purchase $0,000 tons of United
States cotton (10 million to cover the snipping cost;, . lion for
the purchase of fats, and $k million for drilling machinery. Drop*.
fro* the original request was the coal olnil ;hinery and fooos for





1958. They also expressed their dissatisfaction with the triangular
arrangements with West Germany, since they did not desire to pay profits
to that country.'' To this, the United States replied that the tri-
angular trade proposal and the modest size of the initial offer was the
reittlt of th i limitations on Unit 3 funds available for
assisting Poland to rejuvenate her economy.
Polish Alleg iance to doscow . At the same time that negotiations
were progressing in Washington, the Polish Government was taking ft
to show allegiance to the Communist bloc. It was necessary for the
Poles to assure W that the political orientation of the Gomulka
iae was proper in tht Communist cacip to preclude any action to oust
that regime in favor of one which would be definitely more moscow-
oriented. Naturally, any disparaging remarks made by Poland wot.
irritate the West and lessen the chances of profitable negotiations in
hington, but such was the Atlewmi which Poland faced. It was not a
comfortable tightrope to have to walk. Therefore, during a visit to
China in early April, about the time the first offer was
United States, Chairman Cyrankiewici si^ joint statement with
Premier Chou En-Lai which confirmed Polanc's adherence to the principles
of Marxism-Leninism, Excerpts from the statement read)
The two parties consider that the building of socialism in
accordance with narxism- Leninism constitute the 3upr^
interest of the two people, and that in their respective
^Harry Schwartz, '"U. >. Loan Requests Reduced by Poles," Mew York
Times
,
April 15, 1957, p. 7.
$Xbid,
-
;iaiist construction in the; light of their national chare,
specific conditions, they shoui I listsatly
coaibat aii aviations wheU. visionist. To
etc a sure guara M lj ov^rcouir Ki-
ts all plots of hostile forces to sabotage the
iaiist construction.'
In addition, Premier Krushchev, while attending a reception at the Polish
embassy in Noaoo* in rii warneci Poland not to let her Western
suitors to split the Socialist camp. He alluded that the Unic tates
was offering they hope to find a lever to use against
Socialise, against the >oviet Union hi we are the fir iaiist
Q
country ar rt powerful of t. iaiist countries." The warning was
aitued at keeping Poland froa straying too far to the Vtest whi
the limited amount of in to Poian .scow.
-
°-*~ J'm~ 1 * ^'>'
,
7 * After ftlidfet negotiations,
the Uni .ates an. feltm iy reached an { Oft WMmitlnfl
$95 million. Although the agreement was announced lbs/ 1, the actual
to wait until Congress passed a bill adding $1
billion to the present authority Wen* Public Law L.8j anu extending the
effective date. Of the liiliott I lion m
purchases under Public Law liftO of surplus agricultural ea&uo.'ities.
main Ileal were to be wheat and cotton. T aining amount of the
agreeiaent, $30 million, would be in the form of a dollar loan fr
?Joint ..laent signed by Pr< hou ~n-Lai of China m
-inaan Cyranklewicz of Polano in ; . i li, 195? j ee. cited in
the Congress ions] ecor< , Senate, 85th lion. Vol. 1
~
"Trg— n "in iii.r i i ml mini mi * * * *
Part •>, ii>57, pp. S571h&0?2.
%ax Frankel, "Polanc Warned on Western Aid by Krushchev," Hew
York Tiaes, April 80, 1957, p. 1.
:U tmi'i
President's Contingency Fund and would be administered by the Export'
Import Bank of Washington. This money woula be utilized to purchase
machinery and so ri cultural ooaao provide saoney for the
payment of transportation costs. Recapitulating, the total amount of
pur of agricultural ctaac be appn. illion,
$65 million of which woul >aid for in Polish tlotyi
While the Poles w, (appoint * sok*. j, the negotia-
tions were carrieu on in such a way that th . convir nat
the Uni to assisting theu without
political obligati:
B June 7, 195>7| Ihi bill on
the extension of authority of Public Law ; at
between Poland an^ the Unites S&a&Ofl was signed. Th it and sa.
agreement was actually in two parts, one which bi iv^. itma-
t lately upon signature on June ?, ana the other as soon a: ;.on
of Public Law M become inw. As was explainer earlier, Uttttfflc!
fun;s remained under Public Lav it the signing, 30 an amount of
$li6.1 ail lion hac to be -d until later. Approve*, or June 7 was
the amount of $1*8.9 million for the purchase of agricultural ciwiiinllttl
such as wheat, cotton, soybeans, and fats and oils, and for the purchase
of minino nsu y. Funds vera also inei-
tion costs.
'•U.S.- h TaUs loai fc on : . Ai-.v Wtw York
Tioes
, Hay 2, 1957 j p. 1.







Other than the sales agreements inci w agree. .id the
Department of State Press release were such items a3 the disposition rn
of the Polish currency (zlotys), the amount and date of repurchase
of th. unusec amount of zloty3 by Polanu, agreement of possible fut:
negotiations for additional purchases, and also lor tettlenent of ;
can property claims resulting from nationalisation measures after World
War II. In addition, negotiations would aj j to the
unblocking of prewar Polish assets in the United Scates which were
estiiuated to be less than $200- In separate actions, the United
States Government agreed to tata . follovin .asures -esijned to
broacen commercial and financial relations with Poland:
1. Amendment of Treasury Circular <;. the bY A feates
Treasury Department to remove the prohibition on the transmittal of
Treasury checks and remittances in payment of Social iecurity. Veterans
ana other benefits under Unitec States laws to Polish residents. ( ^uch
remittances hac been prohibiten since 1951). Polish citizens vers
assured exchange of such remittances at the official rate of exchange as
a result of changes in Poiish exchange and other administrative regula-
tions.
2. Announcement by the Department of Agriculture that t
CommoGicy Credit Corporation woulc consider applications for credit
arrangements it. connection with export sales of Commodity Cr .orpo-
ration eonaoditiea hlpaent or transshipment to Polarr .
An announceaient by the Department of commerce that it would
-i
-
amend its :>ntroi regulations to simplify licensing pi res
for Unit* exports to polan.:.
To allay the fears of those people who felt that any assistance
that the Uni ,2 woub. send to Poland would ultimately nt to
the Soviet. Union, article IV stat.
The Government of the Polish People's .Republic agrees chat it
will take all po3sioie aeastirss to prevent the resale or trans-
shipment to other countries, or the r other than domestic
pur pt where such resale, transshipment or use is
ctfically approved by the Government of the United itates of
America), of the surplus egricult ^urcha-
pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement, and to assure that
the purchase of such cc is not [t in Increai
a\ ^Y °^ t^t* se or i' ' * or export ^0 •**<
countries.^
to this article, of cour Mild nc
but various checlts and inspections were to be conducted by Unit. tes
officials in Poland. An opinion of one ;t official was
that he felt Poland Mould abi y this article, for violation of the
article would certainly cause the nation of assistance to Poiane
—
a risk which wo; m Poland to talis*
shortly after the signing of the June 7th agrssnentj the Polisn
Government mace pur li its uecision to reduce in part compulsory deliv-
eries of nrain. This decision woe. the peasants to sell ai
ore tons ol t,rain than before at free market which w^.
^Department of >tate Press Release No. 3I0 of June 7, 1957 am.
the Surplus Agricultu . of June 7, 1957--for texts
see infra , App^niix ;, p«4«*«
1 2Infra, topi artment of State Press Release Be* A3,
June 7, iy"FT, p.^5.
** Y-





higher than the prices under the compulsory deliveries system. Pur-
chases from the United States woul uch action possible. Other
announcements made were:
1. Larger stockpiles at industrial enterprises were necessary if
they were to have a»ore freedom of decision.
2. CARE and other American Relief agencies in Poland were per-
mitted to resume their activities. (Assistance under title
II of Public Law ii80 would make it possible for the
agencies to provide the people of Poland with more fo..
stuffs.)
3. Custo. .ies in Polanc for most g< ,nt to Poland from
the Unitea States in or parcels were reduced or
abolishea.^
These steps taken by the Polish Government see :ate that
assistance obtained oy the June Agreement was showing early favorarsle
results.
On August lL, 1957, one day after the passage of Public Law
65-128, extension of the Public Law hbQ Authority, the Supplemental
Agreement prepared and included in the June 7 Agreement, was signe
rtly, another round of negotiations began between the two
countries. They began in October of 1957 and progressed in almost the
same atmosphere that had accompanied the previous ciscussions. By the
end of the year, agreement was almost reached for a loan to Poland of
approximately ihe a ount as the first agreement. Again, the loan
13polish Press Release cited in the Congressiona l Recc use,
8^>th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. 103, Part 5, June 2i, 195>77~P« -
apartment of State, Treaties and other International Agree-





was to be in the form of a dollar and foreign currency purch
under Public Law h80. For prestige purposes, ,r. joaulka would have
liked to better the total of the first loan. Some Unittc StateI offi-
cials were in favor of such an increase, but others were more in favor
of cutting the amount to show .sure with r. ionultsa for having
subscribed to the manifesto issut ow in November that called for
the unity of all forces opposing "capitalist" and 'imperialism." C.
Douglas Dillon, Deputy Under Secretary of fc for Economic Affairs
made plain (to the Polish Ambassador, } ;asowski) this country's
displeasure at the action. *-?
icks Against Polana Within the Bloc . Froa fchi of
the Iron Curtain tJiao Tse-Tung subject to an at or its
relationship with the Vest* He ma 1 -ar to the Polish leaders in
;cow on a visit that the . aist bloc 'disapproved of Poland's taking
the United States. Mr. Goauika was informed that the dIoc
would prefer that Pols: ak off negotiations which in on in
Washington. Protests by China were stronger than any ever i -y the
Soviet Union. The Polish leacer, however, stated that the Unite
had not attached any conditions to the assistance, and that he wou
continue to negotiate. A3 a result, sniping at Polanc in the bloc's
press commenced, primarily against Polish literary figures and Polish
philosophers. They broadened to include criticism of the Polish Party's
basic policies. The Mlado Fronta, a Czechoslovak Youth paper, attack*
*%. W. Kenworthy, "U.S. Accord Near on Aid to Polan'
,
l! New York
Times, January 16, 1958, p. 1*
'.
Poland's policies of decollectivizing agriculture, and for agreeing with
the Roman Catholic Church to permit religious education in the Polish
schools. Polish off icialswere also angered by new criticism of articles
that had appeared in the Poli3h press as much as two y^ars ago. The
East Germans and the Czechs were using old articles in an attempt to
show that chaos was being createc in th anist iaeology in Poland.
>o, under attack from both the Ea3t and the West, the middle- of- the-:
GOifiulka regime passed into a new year.
Events of 195a
Attitude in Poland . In Poland itself good will existed toward
the United States. On January 23, 1956, aii the Warsaw newspapers
published a Polish Press Agency article which lauded the effect on
Poland's economy of the $95 million worth of credits extended by
Washington last June. This article was of great importance since such
an article did not normally creep into the Polish press. Observ
speculated that the article was meant to reassure the Poles that their
leaders were not buckling uncier the pressure put on by the Communist
bloc. The article said that, "American deliveries have contributed to
covering the great defieit ana to the improved supplying of industry.
Above all, deliveries of cotton have created a substantial reserve for
the textile industry. This i3 essential significance for maintaining
*°$ycney Gruson, "Gomulka Warned By .4ao to Refuse U.S. Economic




the continuity ano rhythmic production of many articles. ' The article
also informed the people of the negotiations which were underway in
Washington for further credits from the United States.
Agreement of February 15, 1958 . Amidst all the attacks and dis-
sension expressed on both sides of the Iron Curtain, the second agreement
was signed on February 15, 195o. The Agreement was total of $98
million, $73 million of which would be for purchases for Polish currency
under title I of Public Law U80, and a $25 million aollar credit fr
the President's Contingency Funa. Over half of the amount allotted for
the purchase of agricultural co ^ ~ies was utilized for wheat and
cotton. Of the export- Import Bank credit, purchases of fooa-processing
inery and equipment was specifier, as well as purchases of medical
equipment, raw hides and skins and plastics. For a complete listing of
items and amounts see Appendix U.
As in the first Agreement, this one also provided for the use of
zlotys by the United States, and repurchase for dollars of the zlotys
the United States doe3 not use beginning in 1963 at a rate not to exc-
$2,810,000 a year. This was $310,000 more per year than was stipulat.
in the first Agreement, which called for repurchase for dollars of unused
zlotys remaining in the account of the United St3tes in 1962. For
^"Polish Press Hails Effect of lp,» New York Times,
January 25, 195^, p. •. .
1 Ibid.
^United States us tlotyj will be examined in an ensu..
chapter. Although section 10b, of Public Law ISO provides a broaa ran^e
of uses of foreign currencies the United Statel is prohibiten from
loaning the zlotys bacK to Poland for multilateral aid and economic






t of the Agreement sec App^ . . Although the amount o
February Agrecflt. ... June IJ57 i nt by ilion, it
was about half of what the Poles haa hopea for. Their original . 3t
called for $200 Billion in a sale and credit arrangement for ar
year 1958. However, since the Unitec s operates on a lineal year
basis which terminates on June 30 of each year, the Polish officials
were informed that no commitment could be made beyond that date in 191
Assurances were given, though, that the United States was prepared to
discuss further sale of surplus agricultural c ities within a few
weeks since it was realized that PolanJ hac to i.iake decisions on i
1956-1959 grain policy. 20 The Un -Gates officials also stated that
they would be willing to n financial arrangements chat wo;.
penait Poland to purchase raw uaterials and machinery to increase her
output of consumer ities. The crux of Polana' jmic prob-
and a major factor in its inflation ft&d adverse balance of trade was
21
ouc to a shortage of consumer goods. Tadeusz Lychowski, the head of
the Polish ation said he was ver nt.
With other countries the United states uses most of the local currency
accruing to it from Public Lav ISO sales in this manner. Consequently,
the amount of zlotys constantly increases and a problem arises as to how
to 3p*.nc them. The Polish Government does not desire certainly to
repurchase the zlotys for dollars which are scarce in Poland and with
which purchases could be made on the Wo: rket for goods Polanc
requires. There is hope in Poland that some means will be found to make
it possible for the United States to loan the zlotys bacK to the polish
Government for projects designee to aic the Polish economy.
20,!U.S., Poland Sign $98,000,000 Pact," New York Times
,
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The second agreement between Poland and the Unitec :§ was
significant proof that despite the changes in the international situa-
tion the American Government still considered assistance to the Gomulka
regime as a worthwhile political risk. Poland still maintained its
strong political ties with Moscow, but, economically, it could be said
that the dealings with the United States may have helped Poland's
economic bargaining position in Moscow. At approximately the same ti
the second agreement with the United States was signed, a Polish Trade
^3 ion in rioscow concluded an agreement with the Russians which reflec-
ted a 36 per cent increase in Russo-Polish exchanges during the ensuing
three years.
The iiood in Congress. In the United States, the topic of assist-
ance to Poland was a touchy subject. There were bitter opponents to
action which the Unitec States hau taken to aid a Communist country.
Senator Styles Bridges (Mew Hampshire) declared that he was oyfinitely
against aid to Poland, and that he would oppose it to his utmost. He
contended that such assistance permitted the Warsaw Communists to qui.
unrest at home. Indignant to the announcement of the $98 million loan,
he stated that it was "soft-headed to attempt to distinguish between
different forms of Communism." "* Senator John J. Sparkman (Alabama), on
the other hand, chided him for opposing President Eisenhower's aecision
to continue aid to Poland. Nevertheless, Senator Bridges was detci Ined
22
"From East and West," Economist lo6 s 566, February, i°5>8.
2
-'
.3 Will Fight U.S. Aid to Poland," Mew York Times
,
uary 23, 1958, p. 13.
.-
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to act, and he Introduced an amendment to the Mutual Security Act of
195& which woulo have ceased assistance not only to Po land but to
Yugoslavia as we 11. 2'- The awenrimgnt was defeated by a vote of Sh to
22. 2^
The Mutual Security Act Hearings before the Committee on Forei
Affairs in 1958 brought forth a great number of opinions by Americans.
One of the most perplexing actions taken by the Polish Government in the
fiscal year 1956 was to increase its military budget by an amount c
parable to the credits that the United States had granted to the* in
June, 1957. Opponents of assistance to Poland seized upon this to show
that our money was being used to builc; up the Polish military machine.
However, the Honorable C. Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, analyz,. I increase as a matter of coincidence,
which was largely ate to inflation in Poland. He stated that:
. . . .All their budget itews increased for fiscal year 1956,
not just their military items. The fact that figures were
closely similar I do not think hao any particular bearing, and
they did not announce it ' lately after but it came at a
later time. 2°
Regarding the statements Gomulka h: I against the United
itea and the West, Bishop Stcphan Woznicki wrote a letter to the
Honorable Thomas t. forgaft giving his explanation. He wrote:
^^Congressional Record
,
Senate, 85th Congress, 2d Session,
Vol. 101, Part 8, 1957, p. 10L
2%bid., p. 101U9.
United Statei Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Mutual Security Act of 1956, Hearings before the Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, 6^th"Congress7**~" don, (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 757.
|.
•
It is quite disconcerting at bo read what the Polish
Governaent officials are saying and doing on the internation
arena, i^ost of this of sm
.
en with ulterior motives and obj^. that we cannot
grasp ....
Thw nt primary effect of the Poles is to Keep peace
within the country at any price for the Russians like "many
lions" are circling and waiting for a pretext to march in.^'
In answering a question of Congressman Chester ; . M row I ~.jard-
ing the ridiculousness United States assisting Polano because it
is a Communist country under the domination of t let Union, John .
Only, Deputy Director for Programming anc Planning of ICA remarks :
, • « • It i <;lief that Soviet aomination is not
complete, that it can be further loosened, and tnat the i
of fr . ver a long period o. tin
that country, that we want to furnish them with a :
alt. source of supply anu thereby to encourage trends that
over the long period— and this is not a shoi
wiii result in less-^ on oy the Soviet Union. That
is esseii the rationale of the program. 2"
Even one of the staunchest supporters of assistance to Poland,
Senator John F. Kennedy, eane under fire of the Polish Communists for a
speech delivered for him by his sister, Mrs. Eunice Schriver, in Chic
rch 2, 1956. Again it was the same story; a number of Polish Cc
Lsts who had been enthusiastically encoura .asing
contact with the Unic^: States were furious with Mr. Kennedy for us
United States economic aid to Poland as a means of driving a we.
29
oween Pol the Soviet Union. ' Aid was definitely wanted from
27lb i a., p. 1786.
26Ibia., p. L72.
7 Grus . [ennedy Rouses Wrath of Poi^s,' ; Hew York. Times
,
h 28, 1956, p. 9.
.
. .
the Uni a it had to om without any political stri
attach
Those who favored continuance of aid felt that despite what one
may think of SeaulkS ano his precarious } they i-sent,
besides Yu via, the last Communist .* . in pen cnuine
will for in i still existed. There was still for the West
to pro* a alternative to Soviet economic stran^ I of Polanu. If
tfee appropriate international agencies anc the United bi offer
long- term credits to the present Warsaw *e, to be accepted by t
latter in accor vith their possibilities and political ability
for maneuvering, then the u Polish psopl
have at least a powerful economic at for limited sel : aa-
tlan.-10
The Third Rouna of Negotiations * T; 1 3 ion to CO—iHiCH the
third rounc of negotiations in November 1958 was delayed because of
Gomulka'3 attacks on the United States after returning from Moscow on
, In the joint Soviet-Polish statement on the visit to
ow November 10, the charge of imperial] ainst
Uniced States. Exc '-he statement
.... The laperialist circles oi the lfttite< Stat ,0
subject Most countries to their domination, arc rallying aii the
reactionary forces cf the capitalist worl .
. . . . Both parties will oppc apt co break the unity
of the Socialist camp. They will continue to md
Pavel Tifl! to PoJ Bated," Letter to the New York





strengthen international contacts with all thy Cowiiunist and
Workers Parties anci with the entire incernational revolutionary
movement, for the sake of the triumph of the cau3e of peace,
pre. .ocialij .. '•
Interest of the United States in extending help to Poland waned aft
these attacks by Goraulka. The regis* in F became anxious. An
argument was made by Polish officials that suspension of economic balks
would provide airuuunition for Right Wing Polish Communists who haa always
opposea Warsaw's attempts to keep its diplomatic and financial Lima
open to the West. These warnin for a plain purpose— to
persuade Washington to end the period of frost that began with t
Polish annunciation of United States foreign policy. Naturally, the
•arks of Goiuulka were reseated by the Un ;bates, as vs i enced
by the suspension of further negotiations. In addition, Ambassador
Spasowski was called in again to be informed of the displeasure of the
Unites .3. It was felt that relations should be a "two way" stre< .
The talks would probably be rescheduled, but increasing opposition was
expected in Congress. ->*
The episode highlighted some of the problems and misconceptions
in the relations between the United States an;. Poland. A Polish
official stat
The Polish Government has never considered itself anything but
Communist, anything but a member of tl anist bloc, any
->!" Joint Soviet- Polish Statement on the Polish Visit tc the
Soviet Union, Moscow, 10 November L958,' documents on International
Affairs (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), pp. 525-529.




but an opponent of Western foreign policy. We never considered
that tine price of got lions with the United States was to
say nothing.
During this strained period,, Jacob Beam, Ambassador to Poianc was
requested to deliver his visjws on the effect of United States assistance
to Poianc' jjy the Deputy Secretary of State W. T. K. Beale. In a Forei-n
Service Dispatch the Ambassador reiterated:
The $193 million worth of American economic assists.
extended to Poland in 1957 and 1958 has contributed significantly
to improving and stabilizing the Polish economic situation, to
the direct benefit of the population. Owing in part to American
supplies, stocks of raw materials and consumer goods have grown
and the serious threat of inflation that existed in 1957 has been
greatly mitigated. Large shipments of American grain have been
an important factor in the Ion, by k0% curing the 1957-58
period, of compulsory grain deliveries previously paid for at
exceedingly low prices. This has resulted in a substantial
increase in the private farmer's income. Also, and sere i-
ately, the availability of American grains and cotton on credit
terms has strengthened Poland's balance of payments. -^
The United States found a more ft Lendiy tone in a later speech
by Gomulka at Gliwice, Poianu, on December 3 and, consequently, the
Administration decided on December 12 to grant further economic assist-
ance to Poland. The decision was mace by Secretary of State Dulles who
overruled a recommendation of C. Douglas Dillon. Poland was to receive
$20 million in credits of a purchase of machinery and other industrial
goods, as well as assistance in the form of bread grains. The details
were to be workec out in negotiations but a date was not set.^->
3j!A. M. Rosenthal, "Poland Worried by U.S. Chilliness," Mew York
Times
,
November 3d, 1958, p. 27.
d^Jacob Beam, Ambassador to Poianc, Foreign Service Dispatcn,
December 29, 1958, Unpublishe d Files of the Department of Commerce.
^Jack Raymond, ''U.S. to Aid Poles with New Credit Despite





The Thiro Conference . flw third conference was finally scheduled
for early ilarch 1959. Polish sources were intet ic assurance
that United States help would continue into the future even while they
were negotiating on the program fei 1959. Despite the situation of that
past fall, the State Department felt that no opposition to further aid
would be insurmountable in Congress. It was recognized that the purpe
of this aid did not include trying to split Poland entirely from the
Moscow- dominate ly of nations, sin- . ow would not allow this to
happen. An agreement was reached at the conference for $50 million--
$iil; million of which was to be in the form of surplus agricultural
ftoditles, and $6 million in the form of credit for the purchase of
polio vaccine, and for transportation cost;. No credits were provided
for the purchase of machinery hopeo for to build up their consu;
industry. The cut to $50 million was felt to be a consequence of the
resentment aroused in the United States on the attacks by Gomulka last
November.-5" Prior to the signing of the third agreement en June 10, 1959,
an exchange of notes by the two Governments in late nay Mended Article
II of the last two Agreements to include more possible uses of zlotys by
the United States. Subject to legislative action, the zlotys could be
used for subsections k, 1, m, and n, of section 10U of Public Law 1,80.-'
•William J. Jordan, "U.S. and Pc it economic Parley," New
York Times, February 27, 1959, p. 1.
3
'Unit ites Department of State, United States Treaties and
Other International Acts Series U2li3 > Vol. 10, Part 1 (Washington:
GovernmelirTrTnTIng OfTIce , 1 9o077"pp . 1 -52.
.
e new subsections were added in I ing local currencies for
scientific purposes, acquisition of real estate abroao, financing par-
ticipation in International Cultural Exchange ana Trade Fairs, as well
as a Library of Congress supervised prj &f analysis and evaluation
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of foreign books and other materials.
Agreement of June 10, 1959 * The $50 million agreement of June
1959, included the new sections of section 10ii of Public Law I48G, and
was basically the same form of the previous Agreements. The unused
portion of zlotys remaining in the account of the United States after
June 1, 1961, were to be repurchased annually at the sum of $1,69*
in dollar exchange. For text of the Agreement see Appendix 5>. Th
of the June 10th Agreement showed evidence of the deterioration of rela-
tions between the two Governments during the last year.
The decision of the United States to decrease aid, although not
without provocation, was not due solely to the attacks made by Gomullva.
Rather, it would appear that larger framework was involve. ; , that
of Poland becoming more and more successfully integrated economically
and iuilitarily into the Soviet bloc, while domestically, many of the
concessions won by the people in October, 19f>6, had been cut or
abolished. Nevertheless, the United States felt that enough diversity
still existed in Poland to warrant continued aid from the United itates.
At the Mutual Security Act Hearings of the Foreign Relations Coi
^United States Congress, Committee on Foreign Relations,
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Legislation on Foreign Relations , Joint
ittee Print, 87th Congress, 2d SessionTWashington: Government





in 1959, Under Secretary Dillon summed up the attitude of the Adminis-
tration in this wayj
This program is naturally under constant review, and our
reports are that while we cannot expect the Polish Government
to take a foreign policy position which differs from the one
they presently take, which is not in accordance with our policy
program, nevertheless these domestic elements are continuing
and it is in the overall sense fully. proper for us to continue
to make this type of an arrangement.
Agreement of November 10, 1959 . Further assistance in 1959 was
granted on November 10, 1959, when a supplemental agreement to the June
10th Agreement was signed. It provided $11.8 million more for the
purchase of surplus feed grains, including the shipping costs. (For
the text of this Agreement see Appendix 6.)
events of I960
The Agreement of February 11, lyQJ . Another supplement to tl
June 10, 1959, Agree&ent was signed on February 11, I960. A sum ol
$itl.5 million was provided for the purchase of wheat, including trans-
portation cost3. Paragraph 2 (d) of Article III was MMHMted by
substituting the sum »$2,78O,0OC« for the sum of »$2,lii7,OOj< which had
been inserted in the November 10th Supplemental Agreement, . These
amounts refer to the annual rate of repurchase of the zlotys remaining
in the United States account after June 1, 1961*. (For the tact of the
February 11, I960 Supplement s^e Appendix 7.)
39\jnited States Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations,
The :iutual Security Act of 1959 , Hearings before the Committee , ooth
Congress, 1st Session on S. Iu5i ("Washington: Government Print





The Polish-Cuban Trade Agreement . On April 2, I960, a Polish-
Cuban Trade Agreement was concluded. It was felt that the action of the
Poles in concluding this Agreement greatly diminished their chances for
receiving further aid from the United States. It was not that the
Unitec States officials resented the barter e, nt per se, but anger
was aroused by some of the items which were to be supplier to Cuba by
the Poles such as helicopters and planes, presumably fighters,
Because of the tensions in the Cuban area, the United States had shut
off sales of arms and military equipment, and had encouraged its allies
to do likewise. Bewilderment in the United States was also caused by
the fact that Poland supposedly was going to supply Cuba with chemical
plants, food processing plants, textile machinery, and tractors— all
items which for the past three years they had attempted to purchase from
the United States. Trybuna Ludu reported on February 8 that 70 per cent
of the textile machinery in Poland was more than fifty years old, m
many tractors were immobilized for lack of parts. The belief in the
United States wa3 that the Soviet Union was probably the directing agent
behind the Polish Agreement with Cuba, just as she was in the Czech's
sale of arms to Cgypt in 1955 • Piotr Jaroszewicz, Deputy Premier,
told a news conference on April 7, iy60, that the CuDdii-Polish Agreement
was only an "initial Agreement,' 1 and that no actual contracts had yet
been negotiated. Polanc would exchange only machinery made in Poland
,. W. Kenworthy, "Poland Vexes U.S. By Cuban Accord,* Mew York




for raw materials from Cuba. They woulu not re-export to Cuba any
machinery purchased in the Uniced States for credit.
Internal Developments in Poland . Internal developments in Pol
also caused critics of Polish assistance to call for a rtview of our
pro^raii. The Gomulka regime began to assume a tougher line by curtail-
ing the concessions granted to the people after the Poznan riots. This
was recognised by the Department of which watched the developments
very carefully to determine whether the changes occurring in Poland
would warrant a modification of Unit y. Apparently it did
not} for at the Mutual Security Act Hearings before the Committee on
For lions in 2 the Honorable Foy D« Koluer, Assistant
-ary of State for European Affairs testified!
The Uni . tates was satisfieo that by an . b this
(chancres which had oocu :\ Poland) was Motivated by an
..remely serious economic crisis in Poland, last fall, .iost
of the ti ing up has been in the economical field and has
been an attempt to get over the , ... crisis. There have
been sou* changes in other parts of the aoministration, but the
Church remains strong in Poland, It cone a new mouus
vivenai with the Communi tf
The seriousness of the economic condition in Poland must have
preclude i any thoughts to cut assistance to Poland because of the Cuban
Agreement and the 'tightening up'' internally by the Gomulka regimej for
on July 21, i960, the largest agreement to date was signed. It so-
"2S. W. Renworthy, "Poles Ash to Buy nachinery in U.S., r New York
j, April 8, I960, p. 12.
United States Congress, knate, Committee on Foreign Affairs,
urity Act of I960 , Bearings befor ;tee, 86th Con-




to $130 million for purchases of agricultural - ities under Public
Law i;cJ. The greatest amount of purchases were to be of wheat and
cotton, which use up $89.5 million. (For text of the Agreement see
Appendix 8«) On the same date, Article III of the previous Agreements
was amended so that the repurchase of unused ziotys would coaimence ten
years after each Agreement date. For example, repurchase of ziotys
collected by the Unitec States trader the June 7, 193>7 Agreement wo >
not begin until June 1, 1967. 4^ It was felt by some people that the
$130 million Agreement may have been influenced by another Agreement
sig week earlier under which Poland pledged to pay $liG million over
a twenty-year period to compensate United States citizens whose property
was se ' in Poland after World War II.
The Presidential Elections of I960 . The issue of assistance to
Poland was debated in the Presidential elections of i960. Senator John
F. Kennedy, Democratic candidate, in a speech before the Polish-American
Congress at Chicago, Illinois, on October 1, i960, presented his plan to
drive a wedge between the Soviet Union and its £astern satellites,
particularly Poland, His plan was:
1. Amendment of the Battle Act, which limits economic aid to
Iron Curtain countries j to give the United States wore
flexibility in its economic dealings.
2. Continued steadfast refusal to recognize tovie. :ation in
1tern Europe.
^Department of State, United states Treaties and Other Inter-
national Acts Seri es U532, Vol." 11, Part 2 (Washington: Government
Printing OfTIce, 19^lT7pP- 1871-1873.
1*5" U.S. Grants Poland $130, ore," New York Time 3,





3. Expansion ana strengthening of econo between Pol
and the United states through reciprocal trade, tourism r>
information services.
h» American assistance to Poland in building an independent
:nomy, particularly in agriculture and raediuw-si:,
industry, through an exchange of student teachers and
technicians,
5. Encouraging Poland to participate in All- European projects
to lower barriers to trade and travel.
6. Removal of Polish fears of the West, particularly at .rmany
by making it clear ttet the UniU. ; MtAta disputes
settled by peaceful ciations rather than force.
7. The use of frozen Polish funds* amounting to several million
dollars, to rebuild the Warsaw Castle, a Polish shrine
destroyed during the war-
When Mr. Kennedy won the 1J60 election, advocates of aid to Poland were
certain that the program in Poland would be continued and possibly
enlarged. The new President did not allow much tin* to elftp*« tft
assuming office eefore he made his views known to the American people
rego the program he desired to establish in Eastern Europe.
Events of 1961
The Kennedy Adminis tration. In President Kennedy's ^tate of t
Union message, he said:
.... We must never forget our hop^s of the ultimate freedom an.'
welfare of the East European peoples. In order to be preparer co
help reestablish historic ties of friendship, i am asuin;
Congress for increased discretion to life the economic tocis in
this area whenever this is found to be clearly in the national
interest. This will require wen lent of the Mutual jefente
Assistance Control Act along the lines I pre : as a member of
the Senate, and upon which the Senate voted last summer.
in, "Kennedy Outlines Program to Court East Europe Bio
New York Times
,




nwhiie, I hope to explore with the Polish Government the
possibility of using our 1 Dolish funds on pr_ . of
peace that I U emonstrate our abiding i aip for and
interest in the people of Polanc
Reaction to President Kennedy's plan to use blocked Unit.
3 for P-j land's benefit was that of restrained approval. Communist
sources reacted cautiously to President Kennedy's bid for close ties
with eastern European countries. Polish leaders were eager to Keep
their door open to the West, but not at the expense of close association
with the Soviet Union. The Poxish Socialist economy was more in need of
commodities and industrial from abroad than finance capital at
Poland's unconvertible currency is valueless abroaa, so United
.States zlotys could not help Poland where ifett BM j help the oott. aly
dollar appropriations in Washington coulu. As for President Kenneuy's
proposal to use frozen funds to rebuile the Warsaw Castle, one Pol:
official stated:
It is a .tn^roas idea of i«lr. Kennedy's, but I aon't know if we
can affora it. If you Americans rebuild the Castle, you'll be
takiiv, $120 nillion zlotys wortn of labor and bui] aterials
off the market. That woulc mean just chat many less homes a
stores built during these years. I say the Castle can wait.^°
In addition, patriotic Poles felt that such a project should be handled
by the Pouvs a lone ,*9
«*7n State of the Union Message - lf6l 9 n Preside nt Kennedy ' s Pro-
( dtington: Congressional Quarterly Service, .-lay T96I), p.
Restrained," New York Times
,
;d,.uruary 1, 196l, p.
^Opinion of a Polish official expressed in an interview in
Washington, July 1962. The same olficial stated chat acceptance of
President Kennedy's offer (if Congress had allowed it) would have ex-
posed Poland to pressure from Brother*1 in the East to do someth?
ilar in Poland for publicity purposes.
'.
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Despite President Kennedy' intentions, United Stat,
economic assistance to P. I <jas forecast to decline in 1961. Poian
request for United States ^rain to Beet her chronic food shortage was
expected to be reduced by one thirc. It was not going to be easy tc
give aid to the Communist country on teroe acceptable to the United
States interests. Mr. Gomulka haa an exact concept of the kind of
Socialists Poland was to have, and Uni tntefl Rid would have to Be
with the Fiv<: Year Plan. Go&ulka wanted to buiid a strong industrial
Socialist Poland but, naturally, the United States was not anxious to
create an industrial Socialist power behind the Iron Curtain.-^
Negotiations of June I960. Negotiations for further assi
to Poland coimcnced in June of 1961. The Polish representatives sought
$180 million worth of surplus agricultural commodities. As the negotia-
tions continues, the prospects si iurther assistance to Poland during
this time of worsening of the international situation seemtci unlikely
—
especially after some "tough talk" by Gomulka. The United States was
disturbed about Polish relations with Cuba and the anti-Uniced States
onstrations in Polish cities last April following the rebel invasion
of Cuba. No agreement could bt reached during the summer and, finally,
on September 13, 1961., the United States shelved the latest request of
Poland. 51 This action was taken three days after Gomuika had partially
^Arthur J. Glsen, 'Poles Way of Aid from the United Stftti
New York Times
,
February 12, 196i, IV, p. 5.
^ iE. V. Kenworthy, "U.S. To She Lve Polish Aid Plea; Tito Also
Faces Delay on Request," New York Times, September lU, l?6l, p. 5.
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Mobilized the Polish .A- ;ponse to the Berlin 3ituati .
He declared, "We cannot remain passive. Our passivity would help the
forces in the West that demand a policy of strength."^'- The new
Ambassador, Edward Drozniak, took a very hard line, warning that the
Allies must accede to Premier Krushchev' .5 esandfl for a treaty recog-
nizing East Germany anc making West Berlin a "free, militarized" city.
It was also made known that an agreement mace earlier in the year for
$5 million credit for the purchase of machinery wouia de voider'.'
Relations cooled between the two countries. The ground-breaking cere-
mony for an American Childrens Hospital in Krakow, which was to be built
by American funds (partially financed by zlotys in the United States
account which were uiaue available as I result of the Z&bloctti Amendment
to the Mutual Security A< of i960), was postponed indefinitely. The
reason given :.y the Polish Government was that it was "not timely. "5*4
y Poles feared a return to a tighter rule in Poland, for in the
Communist world troubled times tended to multiply the authority of the
'hare men" in Domestic affairs.-
Agreement of December 1$ } 1961 . Then in the same atmosphere
which prevailed prior to the last agreement in I960, an announcement was
released by the State Department that a $Ui.6 million Agricultural Com-
-cies Agreement was signed with Poland on December 15, 1961- It
52lbid. ^3I£i2'










provided for the purchase of wheat, barley, soybean, and cottonsee- oil,
tallow, and transportation costs. (For the text of the A.,
Append* 9). Despite strainec relations between the United States an..
Poland on tat rr ional issues, the p- . I -ill found that aid to
Poland was in the national Interest of this country.
A new subsection of Section IOI4 of Public Law L80 was included in
this h lent. Subsection (j) is:
(j) For providing assistance to activities and projects author!:
by section 203 Oi the United States Infoiraation and educational
Exchange Act of 19UB, £s ?, (22 If.S.C. 1118), but no foreign
currencies which are available unaer the terse of any lent
for appropriation for the general use of the United states shall
be tiaed for the purposes of this subsection (j) without appropria-
tion therefor
Events of 1962 (through June ;
On April iv, 1962 an aaondaent to the A ber 15,
1961, was signed. It increased che amount of assistance froia $Ulu6
aillion to $60. i .Million, the I .n of cotton ana rice to the
original purchases, and increasing the cost of transportation. Addi-
tions were mace to the exchange of noct 1 eferring to several natters in
the Deceaber agreeae&t which aaounted to a Polish cotoikitiuent to purchase
at least i ;6,G03 bales of cotton and 10,000 aetric tons of rice with i
own resources prior to July 31 > J.962. Also, if Poland's exports of
textiles increased during the period for which the cotton included in
thi anient was utilized, as coop Ih the laaediately precedii
'"United States Congress, legislati on on Foreign Relations, o_p.
Cit., p. 153.
Mi lB1*
corresponding perioo, Poland agreed to increase her imports of cotton
from the Unitco States using her own resources. ages 1 and 2 of
the . .ent, Appendix 1
The April 19, 19£- eswat was the last of the series of Polish-
Uniteo States Agreements through June 30, 1962. For a while curing the
debate in the House and Senate on the Foreign Assistance Act of 1962,
it lookea as if aid to Yugoslavia and Poland v*ou1l ; be banned. However,
as in a previous chapter, the amendments restricting such aid
were defeated, leaving the President with essentially the same powers
hau before regarding assistance, to "friendly" countries. The provisions
of the Battle Act still greatly restricted the action the President







Th^r,; i-5 no :oubt that the largest Le to a clear policy on
to Poland which confronted the Administration In 1956 was Unit
State* le ion. ttuaX l. Assistan ~rol Act (coai&oniy
known as the sponsor, Kcpiesentati
.oit /j-hla.J) t paased in iyr>l curing ai. . ainist ision
in Korea was a spe of Hni >oiicy on tr
controls. It greatly restri -he action of the Administration in
taking prompt and effective action in th** situation in Poland ir.
and in 1962 it still continues to restrict the action of the Government.
Auiendiuents to the Act were passed in the Senate in 1961,
only to fail to pass the House. iy, Uk- Battle Act prohibits any
Unii ..ite3 assistance to Caaaualst countries or to countries *h]
>rt strategic taaterial to to iunist bloc. Thus, the • nt
could not reco. of a loan to Poland in 199-
lire . There was a aeans available to hia, through
allottee; to Mai in the contingency fund, which h
anc 1959. Assistance woulc: havt liol , aisu, Ihrou^n special
slacion by Congress, but none was intro or pre . Further
.ails on the Ijattle Act and propo:- .s will n
..'tail later in the chapter.
.... !> »L.
yjnc
wiii be in. are the Agri ul
ture i'i.. LOpfiUtnt a. I stance Cont- , as aa I
(Pubiic Law hBO) which Is with the icuitural coaao
for fo:< title I of the Act, and foreign donations
under title III; the Johnson Act of 193L which prohibits privacy iinan-
ciai transactions with foreign I its in default of their obli
tions to the United states; an .utual Security Act which coordlm
foreign assistance with the national security of the U: > . All
of the mentioned above af. \ ansactions between the Uni .
t^es and Poland in iy>6, and still continue to exert influence on the
actions of the Uni ates.
The Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of i
The Battle Act prohibits al bars any shipatent of araig or
•trfl ... ials to Couauunist countries, it isj
An Act to provide for the control by the Uni .ates and
cooperating foreign nations of exports to any nation 01 .
bination of nations threat rourlty of the Unit
m $ inc I the Union of Sovl< ialist Republics t..
ail countries under It inatioxx, and for other purpc
The sp . .:tion which prohibits Uni . IstaftC
taunist countries as well as those cou ^Piy strategic materials
to the Onwuntat bloc is Title x., ;*.;tion I
The Congress of the Unit Ates, recognizing that in a
world threaten jgression the United itates can best
preserve and maintain p lavalopi xiauia national
atual Defense Assistance Control Act, Public Law 213, Unit
3tat at La 2nd Congress, l3t Session, 1951, Volume b$







strength and by utilising all of it , in cooperation
with other free nations, hereby d - It to I policy of
the Unit. to apply an n trfc shipment of arms,
ammunition, and implements of war, y materials,
pei i, transportation, ial of strategic value, and
i teats of oiuction
of arms, ammunition, an ) any nation or
combination of nations threatening tht ity oi
rates j including the Union of soviet Social J . ;>ublics e r
all coun dnation, in order to (1) increase t
national strength of the United States and of the cooperating
natioas; (2) i iiity of nations threatening the
security of the Unit itary operation
(3) to assist the people of the natioas under th nation of
foreign a iors to reestablish their freedom.
It is further deel toe policy of the Unit,
that no military, economic, or financial assistance shall
supplied to any nation ui it applies an i on such
shipments to any nation or ^nation of nations threatening
the security of the United states, including the Union of Sovi
. iaiist Republics and all countries under its domination.
2
Although the sanction in the Battle Act of cutting off aid has
r been exercised, the act c oresent a strong expression of
policy. J This policy has, in general, strengthened the hand of the
.itivt; Branch in negotiations with other countries. However, at the
sane time, it has teen a hinorance to actions that would otherwise have
possibly been in the national i it. An example of this in 1957 was
Poland, when the United ;tat ht have acted wore quickly and deci-
sively had it not been for the Battle A . . nations, ially
those which are neutral or uncommitted are sensitive about appear in
2Ibid
. , pp. 6Ui-6i ,
iX'» £ *"'ew ^°°K a.t Trade Po 1 i -y Towarc the Communist
I prepared for the iui. on Foreign Economic
Policy of the Joint Economic Committee, s, Isl ion




-3 to the extent that is iuipiuu by thy objective in the bact.
.
Act of applying an
In an A previa the pj at with m on,
John F. enator, tackeu on a rider to tl uai
ill oi 195 , '^- .a ..y,. .ater liberty for the Presi-
c*.nt to us otaic assistance to try to pry Coyte-tunist
satellites loo i«t Union. . Maty*! a.. it wou;
havK tliwinatec the strc rpretations to Mil or ±oan surplus
foods lor local currencies in Poi situation. It also m
permitted regular Export- I;ap. loan?;, fa rwKlepn
loans under the tutuc; .rity Act, Mftantrc* which would provi
o a country. It would have recognized, therefore,
that nations in neither the completely friendly nor ca ly aomins
category way be in a situation where American ai 3,
dev at loans, technical assistant. vdi, it the pj
ana selective - , be in tht interest of the national
.y of the Um ates.^
The Kennedy Mi >een a., n
Relations Committee ane hod ha J the support of t uhe
Adainistrati on, and the :*snate. 1 itrilHjj tnc
on the a&. . , on June >, if. aator Knowlanu announ At the
ii2£8 - 5th C01 -, 2nd ^ssion,




.inistration had withdrawn its support* He stated that the AcMinis-
tration hi . i the ^nt, i not feel that the
mutual Security Bill was the proper plac such legislation.
Although the Administration would favor some .nt to the Battle Act,
a
it favored separa; hi for such an astiencuaent.
jator Kennedy was at a los3 to explain why the President I
withdrawn his support, for until that day r. « President had
favored the Mendaettt in the context in which it was presented.' Both
he and Senator A - that .een ti to
rev. 03 ii- ion by Senators opp: nt. nator
further thatt
It is clear to Be that the Adni iavor:
the a lent because the i titan will never have a
chance to have it auopc a now. I have hee
flying around on dapitoi Hiil an. ..Acre to the effect that
they are not I an aaequatt appropriation unless t.
:ee to eliiainatt; the proposal frosa the dill. I did not want
Ail ruxiO; . R: jply as about it, ana I s
that it was not so. I toiew that It not be so. I aay havt,
en >aistaKen. *
4thout the support of t . inistration the aiuendiaent almost
passed th It was defeated by only am. vol . »**
At the request of the Department ol ^nator Kennedy a^ain
spev;
.
an m ,o the Battle Act in 1959* Jennte bill 1697. It
VOS co-sporisoi\a by Republican Senator in of Veraont. As in
^Congressional Record , ienace, 85th Congress, 2d Session, \
,
Part 8, June 5, 19^«, p. 10278,







the aiuen-i-ient of 19$8, the new proposal woulc have prov si-
lt with ;retion. An ii.iportant part of the m tt was
section 303 which would have changed the Battle Act to readj
(a) This act shall not be deemed to prohibit furnishing
economic and financial assist. , any mtioa or area,
except the Union of Soviet socialist Republics, and
uaunist-held areas of the Far East, whenever the
President determines that such assistance is important
to the security of the United States ....
Again the debate was a heated one which calieu for the remarks such as
this one from Senator Butler of Marylar
There is not one iota of evidence that ceonoftl from the
(fatted States as propose?:; in this amendment is needed for these
countries to withdraw from the Warsaw Pact an their military
and economic alliances with the Soviet Union, which i~, in spi
of the visits between our P nt and
Premier, our dedicate . am-.ious to "bury us t; if we.
givk unity to 00 so.
Senator Lt that the Battle Act was wise legislation wtv
stooa the test of time anc did not require amendment. This propos
islation woulc provide nothing more, accor than a chan
for the "fact of change alone." ^
This time, however, with Administration support, the StM
passed the amendment by a vote of 1,9 to UO. The action was to no
^Congressional Hfccc: nate, %th Congress, 1st Session,
Vol. 105.', "Part 15, September 10, 199), p.
;or^rfc3sional F J6th Congress, 1st Seat ion,
Vol. 105 , Part 15, September 12, 1959, p. 19253.
^IMd., p. I
I or the vote on the amendment see the Congressional





avail, though; for when sent to the House For liairs Committee, it
was pigeonholea without having had any hearings,
An identical bill was introduced by Representative Client
Zatlocki, Democrat of Wisconsin, that same year, but it was not con-
In the closing aays of the Republican Administration, however,
Christian A. r, Secretary of State sent messages to Vice President
Nixon ana Speaker of the House Saw Rayburn to reintroduce the i Ui. 1?
Representative ,i's bill was submitted to the House of Representa-
tives on April 12, I960, iaut it was referred to the Coauaiti.ee on F
Affairs whtrc- it reaai ichout any action or h j. This bill,
House Resolution 1170°, followeo a bill similar to it, He, ration
9911, which wdwaro P. Bolanc of i'iassachu .tbiaitted in January. **
However, it * m treatment ace „o Congressman zablocui's
bill by the Foreign A.'. Thus, the two bills I a
result of inaction by the Committee.
Another attempt was ttdt to amend the Battle Act when the
Democratic Administration Ml power. Representative Cornelius .
Gallagher intro a bill in the House on February 9, 1961,20 shortly
con Daily flews, February 2, p. 1.
ressionai Pec or tst, 86th Congress, ssion, Vol. 1
Part 6, April 12, 19c^;*p779' 1-
-^ngressiona i n^cord, House, 36th Congress, 2d Session, Vox. 1
Part 2, January 27, i960, p.'
.xiqressionai Record, Hou th Cor; sssion, Vol*
ri 2, February 9, 1961, p. Ill, S. 1215, ;luliy
passed the Senate . 11, 1; 1. i Jongressionai .•^•.aru , enate,
87th Congress, It 3 si on, Vox. 107, Part 5, May 11, 1961, pp. 72M7-
.
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after ant KenrK iate of the Union message in which t
Pr.. blared that an amendj&ent to the B 4>ct was necessary to
give the President more discretion in grant in unist coun-
tries o assert a measure of in
Union. The bill, however, die not get any further than the . on
Foreign Affairs.
Although nu pts were . iiattle Act, the
on Foreign Affairs succeeded In preventing any of U
ments froa reaching the House floor. Investigation as to why t
Committee never acted on any of the bills revealed that the sentiment
in the Cosntnittefe was against such amendment ; . BV*f) the influer.
such powerful . rs of the otee v, >~ess»an Zablocki was not
enough to cause thfl ittee to hol r3 hearings on the proposed waen
t&ents.
Agriculture Trade Development and Assistance Act of 19Sh ,
as Amende J (Public Law iifejj""
This act was approved July 10, 195i*, as M * urogram for
osing of surplus agricultural coiiiioaitits through various iueans
cal to return some benefit to the United States. N of
disposal inc
1. for foreign currer, I),
. BarUr (title IX).
>nation3, both foreign and domestic (title III).
^Interview with an Administrate I istant of the Fort
-
Affairs Committee, August 29, 15*
i
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U. Long-term supply contracts (title IV, appro c 21,
1959, by Public Law ob-3ll). 22
After Poland was found a "friendly nation" in the State Department letter
of 28 December 1956, Poland became eligible for title I and title III
assistance. Title I authorizes the President to enter into agreements
with friendly nations or organizations of friendly nations for the sale
of surplus agricultural commocities for foreign currencies, to be used
for such projects as market development, payment of Uniceci States obli-
gations, purchase of strategic materials, etc., all clearly spe. .at
in section 10it of the act. 23 Normal commercial procedures, based
largely on letters of credit, are followed in carrying out title I ft]
Co.^aocities are paid for in local currencies by importers through their
local banks. tfniu nkl pay United Stat I in dollars
with which the foreign banks have established collar | i* of ere
arrangements. The Uni ,ates banks are reimbursed by the . ity
Credit Corporation which disburses the money authorized by Congress.
The original sum authorized by the 83d Congress in 195^ was $700 million
and specified a terminal date for transactions undei this law of June
2k
1957. The foreign currency purch . ice of th. .odities, in
22Poblic Law 18 - _83d Congress 2d Session , Chapter U69, S. 2l75
(Foreign Agricultural Service), Washington! tin "it 'tates Department of
Agriculture, n.d.
23por text of Section LOI4 of Public Law U80, as amenaed through
September k$ 1961, see Appendix 1.








accordance with arrangements W ,tween the governments of the Unit.
States and the importing country, is deposited to the account of the
United States Government. 2 -'
In 1957 Poland encount^ ficulties with Public Law U80
becau- al date of the law and T,he amount of money remain-
ing in the total authorization. Although the Clth Congress hac
author 1st ", billion to be I hi account under Public Le
of August 12, 1953', and Public Law 952 of August 3, I9$6t nearly all of
the money ha J been expended or committed by June, 1957- The terminal
ial authorization ted not been changed by the sue;,
ing appropriation laws. 2^ Mo Money was available for Poland to co\
the agreement signed in Washington on June 7, 1957 j unless Congress
oved the $1 billion addition which K fit Elsenhower hoc re-
quested.
Foresee in - difficulty in Congress regarding passage of ,
authorization of additional funds for Public Lnw L80 sale3 of agricul-
tural commooities, the Polish-American Congress sought to influence
ressmen to pass the legislation. The Bill had already been passed
in the Senate. In a telegram to the Honorable dr. Anfuso of New Yo
President Charles Pczmarek of the Polish-Auierican Congress, an organiza-
tion which represents Seven million Americans of Polish descent, ur
25uni fee;; States ., House of Representatives, e on
Foreign Affairs, Extension of Public Law U80 j House Report .-2,






the Co; t , June k$ an ny
amt ; which would prevent the Polish Nation. 'The opinion
of Polish descent is unoiv" fid enthusiastically in support
of legislation, President which wo able aid in the
for:a of ei to Poland.- 2? Co:. *an Anfuso, however, r.
ion for he felt thatj
After the revolt of October, 1956 we made a voluntary proaise
of aid to the Polish people We must keep that promise. Failure
to keep that promise would only shov m world that
rican pro cieani - and umv .<*"
Having esq the h .0 have acted or; ill by early
June, the United 3tates-Polish Agreement on the salt of ayricultui
aocities was sel i for signature on Jv. However, the raising
of a point oi r delayed pas of th< osentative John J.
Rooney, Democrat f r - lya, &awe the point of or at the Ho
-tee which ha a the Hii: not have jur
diction, ar*i that, properly, the Bill was the n of the Committee
on Appropriations. Delay o. -uch as two v it have ensue
Representative Rooney indicatec that his action was not pointed toward
blocking assistance to Polanc. In one re?pect, the issue raised v.
tiaely from the viewpoint of those in favor of aid to Poland; for it
disrupted consideration of a tdaent to rplus Bill by another
Brooklyn Democrat, Representative cdna F. Kelly, which was specifically
2
' Congressional Reco Lh Congress, ion, Vol.






aimed at blocking the Polisr t ani; overturn!, i apart-
ment finding that Poland wa3 no longer a ^ovi. country, thus
making it for Public Law L8d assistance. The point of order
was to the House Rules Committee, which rendered a cecision the
next o waive the point of order mac. : isentative Hooney and
all future points of oraer which might arise affecting the measure. **
The Bill was p^ n the Housu tlM same day, M f the Polish
Agreement was scheduler for dun*. 7. In the ensuing years no further
problems were experienced with funds available lor the Public Law -
program* thus making it possible for Poland to purchase agricultural
commodities both for credit -ash.
It . be well to point out at this time that sej : icul-
tural commodities un.;er title I of Public Law UdO permits the Unit.
-tes to tiispose of its surplus agricultural co -ie3 an y,
aid the agricultural situation in the Unit. ^->. Care must be taken
in sales under Public Law L U not to i3place UnU aal
marketings or be unduly disruptive of world market prices or normal
patterns of commercial trade with friendly countries."-^ Nevertheless,
it permits the Unit ites to dispose of its agricultural surpluses
in "furtherance of the foreign policy of the Unit *tes, and to
stimulate and facilitate the expansion of foreign trade in agiicultural
^Wiiiiaiu . | Lair, ^iouse Maneuver Blocks Polish Ai-," Mew Yora
Times
, June S» 1951 > p. 1 .
-~u*niue:! ioater. jss, Hi ntatives, CommitU
Agriculture, Fifteenth k:miannu ort on Activities Carriec on Ui
— i lilfi I \ W' Tin MkatMMMMMMMM mil AlMWi 1 - «Kt » IWflHW I l|MWi;W* •••MMIHMHM*' - MHW d i
Public Law j£ Congress , House Document No. 35f>, April 9, I












ides pro to the Uni. political
consiueracions for a moment, Foia. a promising market for t
sale of agricultural .liars in the future. Even wh!
Poland was receivir icultural co *es on credit uncer title I in
the past, a substantial amount of purchases w
Through 1960-61, Poland purchasec agricultural commodities 9u\ spec-
ifled Unic overnment programs in the amount of $k9 million.
These purchases were made w aount of agricultural ies
obtained under Public Lav f»n insufficient to meet its requirements.
In 1959, for , when Public Law i only
million, Pol j purchase ),\ .dllion worth of ftj itural
. the Unit 1 for dollars , as well as Li .
million worth of wheat I B to meet its need.-5 T 5 reason
to I ut Poiano will 4Ginue to nted to I agricultural
commodities despite the upwara trena in its agricultural production.
In a research project Instituted by the Fc icultural >ervice of
the Uni >ates Department of Agriculture in February, i°6l, the !>*
port need or export availability, iiastern wurope, was projected throe
1962 ami 1966. It was found that Poland woula require to import a total
1,190,000 metric tons of wheat to meet its needs in li?62 despite its
3 1Ibio
., p. 1.
^Data prcv y the Fore i gn Agr icultural krvic , . epart-
ment of Agriculture, interview July 11, i962.
Agricultural ;erv. port , Washington:
jaent of Agriculture, June "l9oO,"*"p.""2.States






own production of 2,- ^ric tons. In 1966 the import need von
be 1,2 metric tons above its own v .ion oi J metric
tons of the commodity. Where it will obtain this requirement is, of
course, unpredictable, but the possibility exists that it would purcb
the orain from the United States or Canada if fund3 wer*, avai
such requirements could not be filled by the Soviet Union or the other
mntries.
No assistance has ever I . to Poianc. under title II of
Public Lav U8Q which provides for fauiine r*H« other assistan
In August 19b0, however, an ;t was naade to provide Poianc with such
assistance to alieviaU- the co4 is which resulted froai floods in
Poianc that year. Congressman Flooc. of Pennsylvania an.< senator Hubert
Humphrey of Minnesota initiate;; bills to authorize a donation of $1
aillion in surplus agricultural c ,ies. The bills would have
aaended the Mutual Security Act of 195L, as amended, to authorize a
donation not to exceed $1 aillion of surplus agricultural commodities
and other property surplus to the United states for the relief of the
flooc victims. 36 since it was late in the Congressional year and ad-
journment wa3 near, no action was taken on the bill3. Although the two
sen remarked that they would pursue the cation in the next
states Departiaent of The World Foo: Eju
1962 a ricuiturai ^01; , %' (wE\
Cjovernsient Printing Office, October i^6l), p. 66.
3"Con<jr*33iona 3sion, Vol.
106, Part 13, August 26, I960, p. i7V
.-
no ation ever resui. . Consequently, Poland never receive;! this
title II.
Under title III, authorizations for foreign donations, Poland ha3
loultural come in th*
Unlike title I which calls for th ricultursi
modities for fc currencies and is administered on a country- to-
country basis rather than at the governmental level, cotaaouities un
Title III are distributed in the i at country by nonprofit volun-
tary agencies, iuch agencies which provide this assistance in
CAR£ (operates live 3 in Pole.
The Church Worlo ^rvice
Th lean- Polish national w Polan
The American Joint Distribution Coi&ait..
The American Caaaittee for Polish Medical
Catholic Relief Services—NCWC (which was suspended in 19f>8
when the Polish Grovemaent refuseo to permit tne distribu-
tion of assistance, froa Aiaerica through the Church in
Polan
Cor in ZabiocKi of Wisconsin reported after a trip to Polana in
1961 that he felt that the exchange and assistance programs in
Poland by private African organisations are frequently sac .Jve
and expeditious than governmental efforts. They toanage to bypass t
red tape involved in the distribution of aid through Polish ^ov. „al
- oortantly, Bid from private organizations E Ctly
to the recipient—as a voluntary non-profit contribution, b of
this, it has a great psychological impact on the Polish pt
37uni- tes Congress, Fifteenth Semiannual Report on Activi -
ties Carried on Under Public Law yto, J
JE
,






P- i proportion of bloc trace began to declira before che
granting of United States credits in 1957, but an explanation for this
is that the relative stability of the ratio (intrabloc to total trr
for most countries in the Sino- Soviet bloc since ly56. This iffl.pl
i
that the bloc can satisfy its own economic needs up to a certain limit
after which other sources must be locate. . Poland's intrabloc trade
as per cent of total trade dropped from Tj per sent in 1>53 to about 60
per cent in 1956, and has remained in this area until 196-0,39 Because
of the credits granted by the United States, mostly for the sale of
agricultural c: ies under Public Law U80, Poland enjoys the Ian
3hare of Western trade in the bloc. It amounts to tij per cent.
The Johnson Act, jc U.i.Z. 955
This statute was originally enacted on April 13, 193u, and is
ill in effect. It prohibits private financial transactions involving
the extension of credit to foreign Governments in default of their
obligations to the United States under penalty of $10,000 or imprison-
ment for up to five years, or loth. However, it does not apply to
public corporations created by or pursuant to special authorizations of
Congress, or to corporations in which the United States exercises I con-
trolling interest through stock ownership or otherwise.
^








The Johnson Act was by th. tt Act
of July il, 19b5, to prov.' at while any forei ' * a
Berber of both the International monetary Fond ana the International
Ban- .. ; Lion and Development, the provisions of th ate
shall not apply to such BtYiinmnt* The Export- Import Bank ana pri-
vate individual! ana corporations are also exempt from the provisions of
th* John; .. As will be shown ir kitting chapter, the oxpoi t-
Import Bank administer* - - collar credits I be the
Presidents Contingency Fund in 1957, 1958, ana 1959.
In Europe it is ooamon practic for commercial
firms dealing with foreign countries to obtain government guarantees for
credits they extend for short and wediuufi teras. This practice was only
recently adopted in the Unite; States within the p»3t few years. The
use of credits is to be expected in the case of purchases of plant
major capital equiptuent. The Johnson Act has the effect of assuring
that the Soviet bloc pays in current foreign exchange or commodities for
any purchases in the United states anc, consequently, win.L4iz.-3 toe
amount of outside private financial assistant .' Poland woula welcome
dollar credits to purchase industrial machinery and mining machinery
among other things. Repeal of the Johnson Act would enable Poland to
States Congress, Committee on Forei letions
mittee on Fo. airs, Legislation on Fore ign Relations , Joint
Print j 67th Congress, 2 >-ssi"on~Xwashihgtonj Govern.
Printing office, 1962), p. 357.
*Ibid>, p. j;.: .





deal :tly with private Uni ,ates financial institutions, but
such action highly unlidoly unless the Uni .ates lift3 its ban
oftain exports to the :,ovi^i cioc. After returning from a trip to
">ovi<:t Union an in Noveuber I96l, . nitor Jacob K.
Javits of Sev York sa 9 che Joint uconoifi'. rt
calling for the need for new legislation which woulo carry out the fc.
low: 'ectivess
1. Amend present legislation pertaining to the extension of
cr>. ;r other foras c ftl , to an individual
aunlst-ru -untry wh. such action aay be eons,
beneficial i national inure it.
ociify existii as on priva- . 1
in export transactions involving the. . ounlri^s in
er to j,-ive tne ^nc rooui for initiative with resp.
to individual Coa*»iunist rultd countries as w^il as an
bargaining counter in any lifttly neootiations with the
U. .S. ,
illation woul^ ;aake Uni . tetM policy "more flexible with
t to our a . and wor*. . cive as to the Coaraunist coun-
tries." y Although toe indic&i iation which woulO requi
amendment: nator Javits, a relaxation of credits,
both privo Government, woulo necessitate at ;cs or repeal of
the Battle Act and the Johnson Act. In the present political attao3phere
>, Jjint economic Coaalttee, The Polit ical
A report to the iubcotuai'ttee on
Foreign Economic Policy, 87th Z ;sion (Washington:






the sua^er of 1^62, such a possi-
iity is without a dsttbt - - I ceutive branch
experienced enoe ffioultd la <uaintaining the present assists
which is . provided to Yugoslavia and Polana. If the Lausc.
Proxtuire mcndntnt to the Foreign Assistance Act oi "iaa passed t
House, no further aia would have been p ibie to either of two
countri.
The : utual Security Act oi L9^i-» As Aaier
Assistance available to Poian DO r this Act was limited by t
restrictions of the Battle Act. If special provisions hi in
the Act si&ilar to Action 113, under which assistance to Yugoslavia was
able to rectiv^ assistance, then Polana also woulc. have qualifier for
such assistance uncer the mutual .tcurity Act. However, no legislation
was proposi^.5 h^nce, Polani was eligible only for such funu3 which
wer
.
the ri Ri of the Battle Act. The authority
gra; . :tion i-5l of the iiutuai Security Act
made it possibl*. for Pol: loans in 19i>7, 1958, an:; V;
The funds loaned to Poian.- aiaountea to $61 iaiiiion anc w,_
by the Export- Iaport t Washington. Through th ollar loans,
Poian-; was able to purchase such Iteae as machinery, I equipment,
and food- pro equipment. Poland desir, peatei loans for 3uch
purchases, but failed to receive the«i. One of the reasons was the











. aaount only once, In , '
The only other iitual
lUlt of tht Zat;
when Cong appropriate.: the equlvalen
States-ovi first portion of a contract for the construc-
tion oi a
The Fo Istance Act of 1961
Li: .
ie Act cuat it was suj
Foreign Assist Act. Tht Mutual 3ecurit; of 195b, as sou
was repealed iction 612 of one Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,






-th Atlantic Trei itioa.
United States Congress, :enat> tea on Fc:
Lationa, Jh :urity Act of IS
on . a, April 22, (Washington!
- at Prln
&•*•» Uni ^ itatei rrfcaties am, uifr..
nation - ntl> Vol# ®» Part A (Washington* C ~nt Printing
Office, 19?e), pp. 799-809. See also Appen
tonal
,
House, 66th Congress, 1st n,
Val Part U, July 22/1939, p. ^ressional jRecoi




aiLtt.ee on Fo affairs, Legislation on Fjaj^j^n Relations , op. cit .,
.
Lion itions Control.
tion iu7 Irish Counter p-.
;tion 1 President's tl Authority anc
'."-,
.
..tion 502 (a,b) of Foreign Currency,
.tion
.
In ation i^xohanye Activi
tion $2 ( -; L nation with Foreign Policy*
Lion ;> Joint Coau&lssion on Rural Construction in
China,
iiutual Security Act 0:
tion $j2 ColoJobo plan Council for Technical Coopera-
tion.
I'iUtual ,ucurity Act of I960.
;tions 701-TG5 enter loi Culture! hnic; ) r-
ch.
T*K -lent of Policy uncer the two Acts i" f pap-
ular importance in the case of Poian.' was this reaffirsaatior in
.tion 132 of ket of 1961:
AleOj the won^ress reaffirms its conviction that the , . .of
the world and the security of the Unite*. Jtates ar- ed
..^national co^iunisw continues to ntteapi to
undv.t Coeemnlet at ion peoples now free and inc.
to inatio free but now suLject to
sue LnetIon. It is, therefore, the policy of the Uni
•e continue to none available to other I-.,., nd
st, assistance of such nature and in such
v-unts as the Uni cates deef
->y free countries ana peoples to help t
Maintain their f: .-•L
Other provisions relevant to Poiane a
. i. . ^onL-incjency Fund. There is no provision for
the use of these funJs for other than assistance authori2<_:. under oart I
of the Ace. Therefor^, ail funas Bust coaply with the provisions of th*
Act and requirements of otfae net."
50Ibia., pp. 61-




. ition :. , 100J -iospii : . P
tht ign cw tates, notwith-
stai. Jie provxsic:. -t for assistance to hospitals
out. i by Uni < citii.
liters for liifcdical treatment, ^ion, and resea
Action 6l pedal Authority nt to
in the aaiount oX $1 , v/ithout regard to
reqv tits of the Foreign Assistance: Act oi iyol, the Batti . or
ottv when the Pr -:iints that such authorisation
... to the Hty of the Uni *tes. Howev. mi than
$50 ; n any fiscal
Although tne review of legislation afi. .tates
assist: > Polar that fc .. ttittfti
greatest obstacle to further assistance to Poland and other cou r '
which My be in the MM B the future, th : ; a faction in
Con; which endeavors to aboii to the Coutounist Countries. .
was evidenced in the of 1902, oion is rfciativfcly stroi
In fact, strong tunoujh that all a ^unist Coun ms
almost eliminated by the Lausche-Proxaire amendment to the Wt
:t of 1962. While this group retains its strength in
5>3lbid.
,
p. 6. The Foreign Assistance Appropriation Act
autho. the President, at his discretion, to use $1 ) for the
out )f foreign curr to be used for the estai nt of an
Aoerican-spor 100 1 in Pola:
\
, p. 2l;« This provision My ai tr>e Unit.. in
utiliai Ming sua of zloty to the Uni . To
date, though, this authority has not been used by the Pitsi :<int.
<
77
rati there is little prooability that cxlltie . tion wiii
or any new legislation int thick woui - it the
lldent greater discretion in graal .tance to coun-






., AND Tfic POL
£cono>uy as a Wh,
The pritoc Importance of Uru .ates agricultural co. I i to
Poianc under Public Law U80 is that such imports, pai tot in 1c
cur =5, spar* the country a drastic on it
. Thes* ]. - the Polish Government to u-
their har.. currenc! r the purchase of raw materials *fl
froffl countries where it is r Poiana to pay in con-
vei currei , Poiam has had an adver or
•y years, an it la nc Ltufttion wiu laprove in the
near future. In trade with the United States, without authority to
purchi. i cultural ;_ , Poland wou_
probably not be able to import very oany c Ities.* Polano f 3 collar
account was hard hit in iy6l when political tensions over Berlin i
Poland to make cash purchases of about I tons of Car:
9
ocher hard- currency ^rain. The United Stat
until Deceaiber, ano then only I tons to P , It can
.
'iat it is sary for Poland to import grain; and if it
3 not receive it from the UnL, tatea on ;t, then it has to
purcha y on the open aarket. Despite a 2d per cent
*Foi icultural Service, Fo ^riculUr. ir,
(Washington: Department oi ) f p. 2.
- . Grain," ]tev Yotk Tiajes, Hay 11, 1
-is bad '£
X*** k }-*"'<
iS« in traduction since 19^7, Polar .ports
grain have risen fro* i, ons annu?
population and int. zt requii nave cac is
inci Ln consumption. Poland's population nas in
by about 1.9 per cent per year, I rowth rate in any in
itry.^* In I! -pulation va aion. it
wai ise to 30»9 ailiion, 1966 . elation wouJ
inci .. rising population, coupled with
increase in ani.aal production, that Poland will continue to >
quire grai
.
arts. While faro output has inert
at years, it is obvious that I 3 is*: of far*
inacequate supply of fertiiiz.. iitaits to the development of fa>
. Therefore, Poland will b. an in the futu:
To fill this Poianc will continue to look t bates for
purchases of agricultural coflaaocities uncer Put lie Lav
grant ii poian . ttea hopes to i
eventually a . Poland will be able to purchase the
ftrs. (The sal*, of agricultural coaaodltles haj
both countries, but especially Poian..) In this connection, an attempt
will be jaac^ to show how ass i 3 tar. Polish
3I1
est Koenivj, The Agricultural Si tuation in Poland, For*i
Agricultc | ?-vice (Vashlngtont of Agricui;. 11,
19^9), p. .
vl - in Cooperation with the Foreign
icultural >ervice, The Worl: Foe:: oud^ 1 j66 (Washington:
Department of Agricultur 1), p". 72."

economy to expai , at the same time, helped to raise the of
living of the Polish people.
After the Poznan riots and the succession of Qoiaulka, the pi iv
sectoi riculbure was increased. In order to maintain thi it
was necessary for the Polish Government to obtain agricultural i-
ties from the United States to create a which permitted a
crease in the force >1lection sv in Poland. With the si of
June 7 A- rib with the Uni bates* this was ssiblej
the private farmer benefited. Althouj pulsory ceil iot
entirely abolished, they were greatly reduced— allowing the private
farmer bo sell his commodities on the contract basis or on the open
market. Prices on the contract basis approximate the prices on the free
rket. In transactions by the Government in compulsory deliveries M
contract purchases, the Gfc . This is I
the case whenever the Govei; purchases on the free mark*. Wev.
theless, the private farmer ht.s benefited since pi ices on the contract
basis were higher than those of th ;ilsory deliveries) end, in
addition, the farmer was allowed to sell on an inter- far.* basis or
directly to the consuaer. In the latter areas, the price is fre.
formed by market forces. In 1957, for example, compulsory deliveries
were cut by one- third, and the prices for obligator, iveries were
douLi. . Only 60 per cent of peasant grain sales were in the form of
ulsory deliveries, and the average prices (that is, the average




of the prices received for tory, extra-quota contract and free
) for wheat anc: rye were about one-thirc higher.' Also, in
the Htj year, compulsory Jeliveries of neat v .ul-
sory deliveries of tailk were abolish* . kLl ; .. w measures nei
accc y price increases, so that total fax on-
ly.
Manipulation of prices of curtail .ies by th ;nt
has resulted in the i of hog nuiui
.and for u;cat and, at the same achiev*. export surpluses* My
Keep a in ana potato pri w, the Government has encou -he
farmer to us M as i rains* However, by such
iueasur. ' ^nt, consequently, has 'Jtm supply .
grains
—
particular/ of rye which the peasan ;uch us;
the increasing urbanization in Poland provide a partial answer to
the necessity of importing brea,; grains for the supply of the city
population. Preliminary ^ata of tfesj I960 census indicated that in t
decade 1950-1960 the percent ural population in relation
to the non- agricultural popuiatU- 1.7. i ; p^r
cent. Increased wages earneu by those people ate Bowed to trk. c it I-
result; :- In 1 ant; for high-quality foe . En ion, the
transition froa rye to wheat as a fooc i. . this
7lbid . >|d. 9Ibiu
., p. S
lOpolish National Food 1 i culture prganiza' Mealttee,
Report for the Foo-:- ana Agriculture organizati on of the United Nations,




odity. As part of a hi L; :"K.r standard, one of tne principal imports
frcn the Uni ... Bttl is wheat which was use the incr
urban population of Poianu. Thus, it i uhat assistance sup-
plied by the United States, principally in the forsi of agricultural
couuaoditi llbie for the farmer to concentrate on indus-
trial crops and to in ... of animal production by peraitti;
him to U3e grains grown by hi;a go be utilized for such use. Th^ dhU
States also supplied the faraer with additional ani . . r grains.
The >f agricultural comae by the United states enable the
people who moved to the city, as a rMttlt Ml fclM increased i: ializa-
tion of Poland, to enjoy a hi^h standard of livirv Itu
available for their consumption, imports incica * In 1951 food
Uon level per person p*r aay in Polanc in 11 of cc • .
protein, and fat content was calories. 1 " ihis number W
highest of any country in cistern Europ> very favorably




For a comparison of the consumption of certain foo^ prooicts in
Polen prior to World War II and the year'; and I960, the following
list is provi
p. 27.
"£cono&ie bi »rch itrvice* op. cit., p. 7 .
*2lbic.
13polish National Foe [culture port» OP . cjj»*i
i .-





















c Inci mioial fats.

Althour.h food consumption i dnly greater than in prewar Polar
in reality it is not as higr as stay be i for t ;ant
prewar .statistics induce u; nt consumption
statistics show some upward bias." 1 '-1
In the textile area, the Unitv. by
supply i; with ciilions of con ur.
since 1957. During the period 1957*1961, the Urn tfttts sole ovei
15ilion worth of uruoanufac to Poi n ." Chis ha3 ^_i>-
Ash cotton industry to operat. full-L usis, for
with the imports of cotton fr©» other countries— such as tht ast
and the lovitit Union— there was ample amount of this raw material for
proauction. To all the factory ana transport wo involved in
hand in cotton, in of this c Ity was
ar to then at all . Without this source of cotton, accordng to
dish t )fficial, the cotton aanufac curing industry would have
had to have been curtailea, which would have resulted in ia.;
at in the Locz area, tat toxltif capital of Polan;.*^' In
addition, the United i provided a larger sd^otion of grades of
cotton than were available from their ether 30u< ces, which is of impor-
tance since it permitted the Polish cotton Industry to operate more
rnest Koenig, og. fit., p.
^Harris . Dovtllj Jr., ; ;p^dal -;tudy Minion to Polana and
Austria , . report N. 19 th Congress, 2a less ion~XWashington:
(jovT ~ . Printing Office, 1962), p. 6.
Interview with an official of the Polish Trade Hisdon of the




v ISA fa D** .
: 3lO^
. sbftiT dtli
economically. Ae -pl^> he 0; *f* it would cv pos-
sible to aianufacture a cotton goo- ser quality of cotton if it
were available from the oth ....... ,zr, the 3 Loft ox
of cotton was so Halted chat a better graae of cotton hao to be uti-
lise :anufacturc tfce tte** The n ult was that the cost of
producing the article was higher.
The Impact of Aid on For
Lug of the first ttt in 1957, the Uni
States has taken a number of steps to increase the flow of ti ith
Poianc. Included in the .03 have been tee f several til
missions with Poi? tion of expert control n i
cable to Polanc; restoration of '.aost- favored- nation'" duty rates to
row Poian ; tttsbli it of a consulate in Polanoj assistance
to Polish technics tons vie it If intry to purchas "ialsj
support for i -non of Poian.. to the General Ayr on
Tariff* and (GATT}$ and United states participation in the annual
International Poznan Trade F*lr» As a result, Poland has increa •
htr foreign trade with true felted dtates as well as other countries in
the We it, ;ie largest trader with the West eaoag the
Soviet bloc countries. At the see* titue, Poland is the smallest trader
in the bloe el tee countries in Beetern Europe. About iiO per cent
Poiand»s total trade has been with the 11 ee woi i d eountrf. nt
l7 Ifci. .
i&Harris B. McDowell, Jr., og. ejLt.
, p.
•
years.& In the bloc, Poland was co^. , • .nt of total
trade with the I untri It may bt iat in 19^>9 Pol-
Leat proportion of trade with t Union as weii as
pi
the other bloc meuibers. The increased amount oi traae with the West
since 195? has been tided by the assistance from the United -;tat
Foi i . iary of State Christian Herter declared that "help from t
Uni jverrwk.ne III I tittad the Government in Wars w to steer
a course freer of domination froa wise ha en
possible." 22
Two of the most important iteias in Polish imports were wheat e
cotton, procured mainly from the Uni -viet Union.









Governtaent Minting Office, 19ol), p. 73
gQlbid., p. 2i Ibi.!^» P« 76.
christian A. Herter, 'Poland? Yugoslavia? Why Help Cea>>
munists?" New York Ti j£z,> Juiv i » 1962 f p. .
2
^Polish National Food I icultural Committee Report, op.
c i
t
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As can n froiu the I in the tabic above, Poland is very
, upon the two countries involve, in I war." If the
Unit . wtre to prohibit assistance to Poland, it would ib
Poland to teels these oowoditlM froia t ;, Ion or other source
. consumption o;f til
biiity of obtaining the ec ttAtioned above, wheat tad cotton,
frow the ioviet Union or otf . rt of the hi. a pos-
sible, ^ince 1956 the relative stability of the ratio (intrabloc to
total bloc v for aost countries in the iin>
that the bloc can satisfy its own econo.. up to a certain liiai
Beyond that limit the needs faust be aet by iaports from the non-bloc
countr
:
To axaintain a favorabU balance of trade,
coafcuocitits to ?ts of her imports. Foreign t f Pols;
has been continually < Lag slf 7. Foreign trade in agricul-
tural prouuets constitutes a large Itaa in Polish foreign traue, both as
cone Kporte as well orts. Shown below is th srtion of
t of agriculture ts to the total amount of Poian .'3 i
trade. *




agricultural industry products) 197.5 25c
I.uports (FOB port of delivery)
Total
i.1
. u L Piear, oj>. £it., p. 7










The increases production of &wat and axeat pro , sugar, m
eggs has enal I aland to expand its i iy in tht
coauaocJti. '. it U acta pt . >n increase froia 8,10
oeters in 1955 to 10, etors in . juillion units
in 1955 to 738 Million units in 1959; while sugar production incr*.
from 222 thousand tons in lf$& to 282 thousand tons in 1959. 26 These
srts to the West constitute a great proportion of Poland's ha
currency earnings with which purchases can be Bade of rav i ials r
producer I ?h exports of food products now constitute about a
quarter of her export trade. Two of the largest consumers of Polish
pro are the Unit atss and Great Britain. In le,
the Uni .ates and the United kingdom imported virtually ail of the
canned hi Poland pi . In that year, t
million slot) ins ha^s (in th: station foui
zlotys squalled one dollar) of which the Unites itates import .1




°toorld Trade Information Service, Basic Data or, of
Poland , Part 1, No. d . Depart ashingtons
Govern minting Office, September i960), p. 16. Tab!. I .
'Ibio.
, p. th$ Table 13. In terns el ri the source quot.
here by the U.S. Department of Co "tatystyka Handlu Zagranicz,n-
1959 reports that the total import of canned hams by the Unit
ounted to $17 aillion. However, for the same year a United feat
source, The Bureau of Census, quoted by Harris B. HcDovallj Jr., 02- £it.,
p. 6, reports thai, the Unit tat Mats an .rs""
valued at $19.6 million. Perhaps the diff< is accounte- cy the
ition of shoui i >ent of densus li ;, but then w
jw that the Polish not include these alto* d









. ;.:lt of coal mini purchased fro
states, Poland was able to BoderniM her Blnlng industry and, thus,
incr ' - The fcl lowing pro- ow
the new McMatry I . the in. in coal A n ftfttr 193>8 an







Trade with the UnJ . tfttes IncreAst tlnce 19
steadily increasing. This iias, &t torn
of credits to Poland by the Unitec States* For a yearly account
Polisn-Un' botes trace the following tables a- ted. 29
As result of favored treatment in the tfi .ces, Polish
exports to the United SUitt c:nt in 1961, reaching a
illion anc is approachir. iilion annual rate U
year. Poland :aananes her collar trade with the Uftitei ;tat* tasttre
when computed by various sources. The:
be sc: in an attempt t ...y uer<
tven th^n t- .; no guarantee of accuracy -since a country aay report
erroneous figures to create an iajpression that a certain plan or program
had been B
Nations jtatis .atisticai Year.- ...






T ureau of the Censu in Harris a. ifcDoweli,









.n, total 29,'- 31.71? 3ii,
Canneo coo
and 3hou t 17, 23,
Porn, prepared or
preserved, other 1,1 1, 2,192 2, 2,101 2,
Hides and skins, raw,
except furs ids 277
.
, undrea i - 21 67 2, 1,939
Feathers, en; 592 2L6 770
Casein - 66 1,252 i, 1#:
Poppym 192 -
Flax, hetap, raraic,
ruanufaetares 122 96 179
Baskets and bags • • 365
.irniture and
parts 2i 116
Ceacat 22 - iii7
Glass Christ
ornaait 626
Glass 1 iss pro-
^t OL 526 21*3 3U2
Wire nails, over .
inch in ciaajeter, of
iron and steel . 225
- - (1)
Bern: I*,5i2 1,675 -
laphthal M 177 215
Other imports 712 1,0 i> 2, 2,^
i than $S-






ity 19$ 7 ..
1
$9 IS . a
sports, total 3,722 >9 l ;28 .'91
Barley m _ u,8
Corn, except - «• 2,.-
Rye - - 22 -- - -
Wheat l ,567 27,7
Grains an
tions, other 173 - i,0
•ioy. til, refine
sept shot'. - - 2,.
fats ana oils,
ible, other - (i) 1,636 1,323 -
skins, raw,
except furs - 36 21 i,6 1,159 792
Leather and luanufactures - 1 m - -
Taliow, inecible 6,061 2,i 2,1 60
Soybean^* - 57 35 - - 1,
Soy - 311 929 3,073 1,667 521
Tobacco anu iaanu-
factu/ l$9 261 1,614 676
Cotton, unmanufactured 213 >3,326 2$,'. W 15,536 16,6
Wool rags ant; used
clothin j of wool A 1,719 1,7 1, 623
Synthetic fibers a.
aianuf o 125 2.7U6 619 729
1 sheets, black, un-
galvanize , cold-roil - k,Wk 1, - 75
Iron and 3teel aill pro*
-ts, roll
finish. - 19 2,7ii3 223
Metalworking machinery
parts - mm 1,975 i,C I,52h
ftinery an., vehicles,
other i. 1,2
Private relief thip&tftti 2,1 2,7
Qtht : .
. xports 123 1,2 ' 5,<- 5,1 7,0
> ports I 77
^ss than $^





an annual favorable balance of at least ill ion which is used to
cover hard currency deficits with other Western countries.-'"' There i
possibility, however, that the .-favored-nation' 1 privi accort
.
Polaris in ;ult of atacnoiucnts to
the iixport Control Act of 1962 sponsors atative Paul Kitch.
of North Carolina. Under the .nts, trtdt with Cowaunist countr
woui vLrictea sine . f the law would be
enlarged, with the ai- urbino th- lilitary expansion of
-11
such Coasunlst countries like Polai iavia." Tl lent
control law is designed to prevent the shipment to Coijaiunist bloc coun-
tries of anything that would add to their siiHtary potential. The
result of these aioendiaents , if adopted, would force Poland to turn -
to the Union. I with the United tates wc
be sure to follow which would t&ean a oecrease in the dollar a&ount:;
Poland would have available for necessary purchases froti* the West.
The Zlotys Problem
Authority for Zlotys Use . Au^ to use foreign currenc :
accruing to the United States frot* the sale of agricultural comaaodities
is contained in of th ultural Trade Development anu
Assistant ,f l<?5t, as a (Ptf Lie Law UdO)« The two Govern-
ments then ore* upon certain subsections of Action lot- by which the
rthur J. Olsen, "Trade Dill Bars Ai ,anas, ,! Hew York
Tlues, June 13, 1962,
elair, Jr., "Bill Aiois Blow at Poland an Yugoslavia,"




Uni-. Ates aay help develop new m Unit i icul-
turai . In the case of Poland, the Unitec states cannot loan
. the zlotys under subsection (9) of Section Wh because of I
upon the !fttf tec ;«a Government by the Mutual
Defense Assistance Control Act of 19p1 (tl le Act). Because of
this restriction, the Uni . -ates has only been able to use a 3H»ail
portion of ziotys which have to its account and, consequently,
has accumulated a great amount, over I III in its account,
iy, the Units. tates wouU loan back the foreign currencies
received from a Go- at after assuring thtf urrencies were
available for United >tates expenditures in the country. In th . of
Poland, also, a spe : wmtkt, exists unaer wnich Poianc will
back zlotys i sver a specified period of '- ; This pro-
vision is not uniqt 'ever, for 8; ~;ts with otnfcr nations call
for the repurchase of the local currency for dollars Nevertheless,
the la- dilation of zlotys has caust . statesmen to fear that
in the lone run the aioney accruing to the United States will not be
recouped (or any benefit derived frcwi it). Senator Lo: - at the
Mutual Security Act Hearings of 1959 before the Fore? t ions G
b«* that:
-^2Un£ lies C ;, Senate, Coakittee on Forei:- ; oions,
flituai Security Act of 1959, Hearings before the Lite*, 86th ^on-
53) l3t less i an, on >. ll>l (Washington* t Printing OffJ
>9) t P. 21
ccording to a staff consultant for the I on Foreign
Affairs certain Agreements with Austria and Yu ia pre for the
purchase of the foreign currency for aollars, but in .nuch 3iaaller
amounts than that ip4 in the Polish ^nts.
.I JS
. . . I wouldn't like us to get caught in a . *e one
in e, where you don't get any benefit froa cfte money, ana
years later they say just scratch i ,he boc will
nev t any benefit froa it.
1 slat ion through t .arity Act and the
Fort let j Congress ioay authori&, the u .n cur-
rency for certain projects. An example of this is the zablocki nee
^rity k i author!. of
11 lion for the first portion of a era i ion of
a $5 million research hospital fo? < ...other au-
thority to use foreign currency grantee to the ion
. oi tbi been utii
.
It permits the President to authorise in each fiscal year in
any one country without regard to the et or the
Battle Act when he -ines that such authorisation is in the national
interest of the Uni This is a possible source of expendi-
ture of zlotys by the Uni is prov tin Presides! ras
such us ie zlotys would be in our national interest a. ant
coula be Bade with the Polish Government regard is; ts for




mutual Security Act Hearings of 1959, og. cit., p. 271.
'
•
, Jr. ( L), riptfcial Study ..ission To
Poland and Austria, Hou. o/th Congress/""? sTon
(Washington: Governi&ent Printing ), p.
-^n i t !nm i 11
1
eretga Re lat ions
,
Co.jaiittee on F Affairs, Legislation on Foreign ;..vlations , Joint
l Print, 67th Congress, 2d ress lorffWashington: Govern;.
Printing Office, 1962), p.
8 y
Statu , of Paivi ic Lav . . _ . .count in Polan; . As .
i, the statin oi the Law M i dui t in Poland was 3.1 folic
liars)
1. C on frc >i
. of June 7, 1957 ----------------- $0.
t of February 1$, 1958 ________ y ,.1,
Agreement of June 10, 1959 ---------------- .1
lent of July 21, i960 .____--_._ 12U.9
Total $352.
U
2. Less allocations transferred to various U.S. Agency
accounts for iisbu ats as of Dec. 31, 1961 -----
Less amounts allocated to U.S. aj
trans: as of Dec. 31, 1961 ------------ .;
Lance unallocated funds as of Dec. . 1, 1961 ----- - 330,8
5. Ada anticipated future proce - I tales under tl
its of Dec. 15, 1961, and April 19, 1962 ..;a
6. Amount potentially available foi fu: 1 of U.St
Government ----------------------- $361.2
a
Tn. nt of collections fro . I u tries, nts
car ate it this time. H are used here is the agreement
tre. Actual Iffer .fro -cause of
spoilage, transportation costs, ecc.
>tes All figures in chis tabic are based on tttt cion r 1
of 2k slotys to $1. At p , thij rate is the same as (1) tiM pre-
vail arket rate, (2) the Dank selling rate, and (3) the U. .
Treasur
These figures will not coincide with those in the annual Treasury
reports because, for a perioo of time, trie collection rate was 2/ : i
while the Treasury Disbursement rate was 55:1. Un .- the El J
it of 1961, the two rates are currently identical.





though chart shows a . tllioi
rious U.S. agencies, the actual nts by the
amounted to only $1.9 million." Therefore, the amount of currenc
:
whi for Uni In P.;i .ounts to $lil
.
Proposed Programs for expenditure of Zlotys. In the present
col( ::e, there Is lictl station of bi ic zlotys
spending. Although the Polish elegation in Washington has propos-
er the use of zlotys by the Uniteo states Government in
Poland, it seeas unlikely that any action wiij the pro-
oz no contribution in Poli
along with a ail . .0 the Uni. ... iro-
flooc control ane ian tion« , to a
official in ftashir. Loans to Pc Lam lor such pi
greatly aid the paopi c t . the economy since a vast amount of lane? woui
be cla: icuitur^. In edition, the projects won I ^loy a
at nu.ober of people without much use of materials. Although short
on materials, Poland does have a vast labor supply. * If such pro.
;ially the project on control, disasters vach as
ireau of .its, Division of Central Repor:-, ' '.latus of
Funds Und?r Title I, P. L. U80, As Amended Cumulative from Inception
through December jl, 1961, M Quarterly Report (Washington: Treasury
.u, March 20, 1962), p. A- lb.
->2"!>.
.. A millionaire in Polish Zlotys," New Yorft Tiwejs, .'larch 25»
1962, p. 38.
^Interview with an ofii iish fra Ic Hi
Washington, D. C, July, l 762.
1.
in Poland in 1^60 cc avoided. That was o; -he
worse in Poland in over fifty years an
the nation. .owns and villi
lie ..
water, M X) farms - at
. zlotys in the Uni . i account
proje< Ll« Aitho i
there is no ;oubt that the i Ld so be utii
response to the su . i that
such a lar of the 2lotys wov.- nt to
Battle Act, an action which >oliticai
atmosphere v;hi ;h exlsl Washington al .he
nori^v
vf the Fo. -:nce A » zlctys wo:;
still continue to I xtnt sinct Polish-




is one special factor which has a direct b.. Dn ai,
activi I . obtained through public La*"!
of the £11.-;! : .. to Public Lai jU^J) ^*
. ^bursiny for.
r^ssiona , Ion, V
,
Part 13, August ?
<-2lfni





accruing to the Uni ed Le I of Public Law ,
at rat * .han thos.
with Pole
lived twenty-four slot; .-lar in surplus agri-
cultural . it its sold -very. Th lal
at. Untix
1961, Unit purcha
slotys frott the C ;rporation at tin
zlotys for 01 . (fee , il rati
the Uni i at remnant for Internal purposes as a reasonable
rate for thy pu raws in Polanc;. It
the effect ivi sh etai by the Unitt
pre
Contrary to populc not sav^
the Un< at ":. . i verm
not affected Ly it. yhat the ; never , was to in.,
the collar equivalent cost of UniU : ces zloty- finance a prograas in
..
Department and other Unit . . to pay the OC





. was wotKin^ to the detrlaent oi Uni
^Harris ;?. McDowell, Jr.,
»ld., p. I .





„ivc3. fcith the ample suppJ zloty :
portunity to cc giotys-finar. oa um
3011a if these pre
of laprovi . unust. aation in
Poiano ana the the Polish
well felt that fieati Ellen
shoui frt-asury it shou*
to disburse zlotys at an exchc: te which wot:
of this currency for vail
spurcha If the Unit
I not iltlilM aii the zloty
pre purchase future.
however, vouj on the Polish Government for dollars ar*

















ta obtained froa the tea ( <-. ata,
3 throu „ . the additions nt of July 21, 19*
r International Acts. 11, part




With the free flow of agricultural
of the tkain exports of Poland was
. An increase in tar iffa would aafee it ^ore ' ult
for Poland to compete in trade with the CoflMMW . For
the pe. bu of years, ti it agriculture pi n in-
creasing and wma definitely vu trtaat to the expansion of Polish
forti^n tracie. For I i] and I960 Polish foreign tra
in a
;|ricultaral products with l . . • arket i ^d by nearly
Lillon. * Throu hard currency earnings Poi.m iceived
"-.rial product -5
technology '• possible. The? -ssary fc ion
of the Polish econcH
Mow, as a result of an ; irs on a coaaen
agricultural policy which w January I 2, there is
.auch concern about the effect e_ tnl nt on imports fro& Polar
The future of th_ :it of iaports of agricultural coaaoditl*
members of t on Market w. »end upon the type of tariff that
will 1 minted* If an agricultural policy i ps into a restri
tive ont, that is a limitation of the iiaports of such
the trade ol - >ther suppliers icuitural coa
the t naturaliy suffer. There has already been a or op in the
exports of certain from Poland as a result of i







ooli y adopted by the Coaaoii /iarket countriet.
Inister of the Fo istry, Feiiks Pisuia, dlaclo* ntly t
exports of p ry pre i as «
as . ort of tht Irst four iaonths c: I
The t*as hk I have re3ultea part] ^ch and French
cau3eu Polana anc other n European nations to pt w for
init: . shis t
Although t:- teat p.. Ion of th*. E
aunity eov. the total a
of the ar^a, the CoKtfaunity is, new i, the wo;
cultural importer accounting for about one-ch: the v of
farw products. ^~ Tb r- if and
when Great Britain lity. Natu-
ral ly ? r the -3 of a
profitable turn or all ia but everything will
tht unity. As far Unite; '.tat
has sought a solution in t f a
sweepir action of tariffs. I- is hopeful of jar
tariff arrangeaent through t I iet Union. ait
per cent v/as with the countries of Western
' • - rain,' 5 New York JJ 11, IS







turope in I960, a reduction of such trad* woi; I iously affect t
harci currency earnings of Poind*'* This wouJ z rtainly facilita
Russian poiicy of imperial Integration wni iects I
of Poland— this tiae by restrictive j originating frota
the latest— tad would influence their public opinion in tfte -Ion
willed by thy Communist rulers. This result sight by in-
creased assistance from the Uni . MNMibility of such
action appears rouitful.









After five years of assistance to Poianc, heated v.
continue; £.. ess and a.uono the the wisdom
of assisting avo- N&ttt countries iifei Poland anc Yugoslavia.
Recent events in Congress during the debate on the Foreign Assistar
jenuint conviction of the faction or
assistance to Coaauinist countries. It is relatively easy tc
ainst assistance to a country belonging to a for rn-
ffient which plans eventually to control the world. In that light,
it teer folly to aid a country wh r* are constantly
supportir. oolicies of th,. t Union ana denouncing those of t
UnK. i« The "gra: . .-away' does not seea to sake sense; in
., it, is enough to infuriate a person who is exposed only to
erficial facts as the who follow the news m
events through \ uestion which umst cross
Lnd at one tiaie or another is, "Just why is the Uni.
States granting assistance to a Coiaruunist country like Polano?' kl
reviewing th i which have arisen since t of
jtiations between the UnU; ind Polan< , it U obvious that
:ny questions reaiain unansw. However, as ^nders
over the problea for a while, it soon beeosaes apparent that the . Low-
ing poJ . to place the issue in pi




First of all, ther<i is an inadequate oaount of information
rding United State stance to Polar.
given to providing information the policy and objectiv
the United states in granting assistance to Coo*rauniso -ountri. s. The
public needs to be fully info >ur transactions with a
Coswunist country liKt Poland. This would also hola true vith Infei
tion affor . .o the oieisbers ;s by d . .
The availability of such inforaation might Voiy well pr . . os-
sibility of a person being easily swayed to oppose such e an
opponent of such ass I ly because he was unaware oi .asons
of the UnJ 3 Gov*-. r such action. However preposterous
it raay seem that member s of Con;:-1 uj . uninfor- ;h
issues, it hi -0 ot an ascertainable fact. It .au.it I
that the task of a Congressman is for«i so that he <aay not
current on ai mi as they arise in C s. It is si
that this Is what occu In Cono on the
amendments to the Foreign Assistance Act. an election year,
juaping on the Proxaiire-Lausch MigoQ I one way of assuri:
votes in the for theok: ion, for the Cor u campa"
that he was anti-Caaauinist, a phrase which always appeals to an-
stituents of this country. However, after the Administration apprais
the issues con*., aients and aa
a determine 1 provide Information conc^rnin
•unist countries, the 1 that the taea£,er- of tht
the a. ..;ar Ml .sanation of assist-





in public he .pt constantly ini :>f the reasons for
actions o , -ially in areas tfto rsy is
that ail aspects of foreign policy
cannot jubli- by thf . ...nt oi >s, Mm
seetas to be support the view that the public was no,
video with enough informal
i
pt the policy of the
Uni Atei in i anions with Comtmltt countrie Poland and
;slavia. ^en the problem was defeated in the light of the info:
tion provided by the Department ol state, then the position of I
Uni « appreciated—especially after the alternatives to
the present course of action were meterstoo
One of the uiajor contributions of the this
past itemtr and tfaa .overage in the newspapers of the
country was the appreciation of the fact that our policy cannot be an
"either-o icy. in it was not a question of etthf
give a Coaaiunist country or not, hut a question of 3p
conditions allowing the P ~nt tc • whether such assistance to a
Cowour;: .untry was in the national interest of the Uni ...
In the course of discussion, it was pointed out that it was imperative
that the 1- bain sucn cion, for he is in UN - posi-
tion to . . Naturally, there hi
those aetabers of Congress who contendea that formulation of foreign
policy was no Lusive jurisdiction of the Are hat
in this responsibility. As this i3 a "fuzzy ,T i>3
of the Constitution, int.. ations will vary; but what is of I




the ?r Is probably aware of certain facts that aia his excision,
whereas the Conyress »uay riot have this infonijati:, , cons Ly«
woui ion on the oasis of incomplete ..
inadequate information. As Wo Llppnan . in his column of
July 12, 1962, the one big difference between the objectors and the
was that the President was on tat inside where he had to err
between what would happen if he gave aid and what would happen if :
not; while the objectors were on the 01: and not really responsible
for the choi
This i :<rtant point. The President aust have- the
power to anas tills -ion so that he can tafe .^ciate action t
girding any Coia&tunist country whlc its tics wi .
riet Union. This is not to say thi t will automatically
offer assistance to every country in such a position} for th. of
parataount importance is whether assistance veuld be in the national
interest of the United States* tines the Uni kitted
a policy of chanye throu ul evolution in the captive countries,
SM of the nest important lever? for aiding such a process, namely,
economic aid, aust be available to the P: it. There already
ns for restricting the actions of the President in 6
amount of assistance which he can grant, Use the Battli
ana the Foreign Assistance Act. General Knov. jf the fact that the
President of the United States has the power to pro\ istetnnee woui
also improve sua -all posture toward peoples now living mdei an









can count on us for urgently nee xa help, they will suit their actions
and policies to fit that feet*
istance to Poland has Improved the standard of living of the
Polish people* as ^vi J by their rise in ption rate ana their
inc in foreign trade. At the sa&e tlaCj tr... rnihent of Qoamlfcfl
has also been strengt: but toil is unavoidable and oxust be accep.
It is iiupo33i&lc to assist I ople without Me istin ;ovt.rna.ent}
consequently, tin Communis
t
-. in Polaiki bee ^rown stronger. As it
beco. and ties with the West inc re as . pheeia bed to
on assuring the >oviet Union that Poland stili uiaintai
allegiance to the Soviet bio.. Poland consistently suppc he
foreign policy of t let Union, often to the chagrin of the United
States officials. nations were postponed a nu&ber of tiaies as a
Ittlt of hostile speeches each >..iuika and other Polish officials
against the Uniteo states and the Meet. Thi3 is not easy to accept fro.a
a country /ing Unite ; States assistance, but it is felt that the
United States oust re3olv. itself to accept such remarks. Due to the
raphic position of Poiano, there can be no other course for her to
follow at present but the one of supporting the foreign policy of -
Soviet Union. If an atteapt were aiade to oppose the >oviet Union by
i policy opposition or other Methods cesigned to gain further
independence from t rtet Union, there is little question that Soviet
intervention wouiv, take place to hx:ep Polar 4y within the >ov?
bloc. The Soviet Union emmet a/Jterd to ri national j^urity by
having a nation contiguous to its berderf which is not a m jf the





West should carefully weigh t! ts
bai. ire incensed. ..arse, the West cannot accept everything
without objection, cut it v. .oierate so^ae remarks if It
is understood under v met) t or con
.
At the othe , there are those who advocate CO) ;:uv-
don&ent of the captive nfttle
that point as <.vi: i vheir pre the foi its
of Goiiulka and Tito, each expression of friendship for Moscow is inl
ligo of our own failure, fettling Is antrue, nor wot*
any course of action isascrous. We uiust onderstnnd that 5
no quick, clear-cut answers which will ioivc the problems of the
war. The struggle tition
with the Soviet Union will be intense. is no point in
for short cuts which could arive us i scy ar ionai dec is S
such as almost occurred in C li In June 1962. To assume a pal a
of abandoni&ent in the Key a . JSorope woul oackwarct
j for the Unit* : than shy away fro*' ^ition with
the t Union in this ar^a we should it; efforts ohcre. To
ebanoo: enptive nations woui^ urive the people to Loser ties
with the >ov ion or a . upris: -inst the doviec re^iiue.
either ou:. ,.aimy not serve w«.il ti*. ii
of astern or the West. Consequently, it is imperative
chat the United fentss not only ataintain the present policy of assisting








frictions shou; , rhe
jn Act shoub ; enem i . £hai
occui -.1-
tior. to capitalize on tin Ions there by being ari. to of.
unist nations al e Ir nat
ntlty even un.tr the yoht. o 1
In additiocij tia^t. between the West ane especially the . ivc
nations" shoui I be «ncoi- for it woulc be t
hsvt it lirte the em
, jcatin •.<. ... ttj i lug of our t reJ with the oloc
so as to i- tive and oo >rt in harmony with tbe
:. At ere are si.
I Aril is busi. . - ausfc of the n tions
lap . revel , the ts . be iol<
jur allies who ar*. not ha...p< tuch rigid I ctions* Thi
shouie review it policies with the Soviet ;o as t
solid front to t M -.•.'. . H forn of unii;>. l,:ies.
In ehis way, the Soviet Union woulu not be able to play
..ion against the- other as it ces now in bilateral tra
nts. This w. i] . .••/ tion oi control! on certain
n^w on the banns i 1 s t for exp ovlet bloc, but
that the list coal ally without
nar ; tirity of the Unl ; bates. It lit]
foreign trade would surely take pia„e. This wom r,
policy of trade than the one which now b
•: !
/J
. ry power; therefore, it teens plausiblz that our past policy
shoulc bt recognise the changes which have occurred in. ..
Soviet Union since the death of >talin. P« •, economic negotiation
would not ease political tensions* but, at least, a realistic policy
woui . ensue which woui .uefit both powers.
Finally j &ftst recogni^o the fact that assistance t unist
countries is ie. He have no as..- Polanc wili. continue
to enjoy the economic nee it presently enjoys, nor do we have
any assurance that Poland will press for further in snee ft
Soviet Union. In fact, it looks as if just the opposite is taking
place— that tighter control is being exerciser, by tta i ilka r<
the ties with the Soviet Union art m stronger. Yet, as was
before, the struggle in this ares East and Vest wili be lot
l frustrating. If the gamble we take is won, there i
to be gained— such a? the demand for autonomy of the Soviet bloc. If,
on the other hane, ti<. le is lost, the actual cost to the Unit
States is negligible. What is important, however, is that now we have
undertaken this course that we base our decisions on logi expert
analysis rather than haste ana enotion. Th-s American people must be
kept appraised of the situation in Poiana and Bast-Central Europe so
that they will not be prone . Honal anti- Communist sp I which
ocate the abandonment of the assistance. Change has occui In the
r iet bloc; this must be realize The hegemony of ta
Soviet Union has been challenged by China. Concessions have been
granted to nations like Poland which wouia have been unthinkable un
Stalin. lust avail ourselves of the opportunity of supporting such
.
chai t for it la finitely in our national i .
type granted to Polan proven to tneficial not or..
out also the Un: tr it has shown the way to keep a door o
to til •tivt nations. There is sat :tion an riv
frcne tilt fact that Polan s>ys the greatest amount of T In
the bloc* United States economic assistance has tstain It.
The final results of tafcen by the Uni
not be known for a long tine, but, at least , Vk that a
j was taken in sidil lhat country. wrings
were ever attached to aesistani ran by the United states in
to the unique position of Polan - of
the of su a position W Ian in the bio.:.
ipite the tition to the pre
listanc i0ciGna she mtinued and p
upon the decision of the President, re this end, then, he aust
3.ns necessary for bia to provide effective
assistance;. The Unit* .. villii Bjpetition
witn t riet Union in East-Central Europe , even in the face of heavy
§, sad eadeavot to continue to lend support to th ion tfhi
Poland : opportunity an bs proving -rou<
Success or failure of our policy there will be neasured by our z
to encourage the evolution of national self-assertion through a pr-
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PUBLIC LAI* 1*80 -
CHAP1
. 2L75
So&oitasti 15 of the ;up:
Appropriation Act, or any other pr vision of law, the Present
may use or enter in .. ents with friendly nations or organizations
of nations to use the foreign currencies* including principal and in-
ter^ loan repayment s, which accrue under this title for one or
aiore of the folx
(a) To Ik tfelap new iuarkets for Unite bates acricultu?
ities on a vautu I. From ss
and loan repayments u this title not less than , .nt
of $ per esfttua of the tots , Br this
title After the date of this auaendwent shall be set wide in tl
mnta ana .n cun . y the ary
. ricuiture an rail Le in for use as prz-'
by this subsection over such perioc of years as tat ry of
.• i culture bemines will boj ry out the purp
of thi* subsections Provis o , That no such funds shall u-
cated under this subsection after June 3d, i, )t 33 i«ay
. froa tine to tine, in expropriation acts. Provision
sh . In sale and loan •;,. kents - r the convertibility
of such aaount of the proceecs thereof (not less than 2 per centutt)
as t:.. itary of Agricultta Lnes t bo can
out the purpose of this tion in those countries which are
or offer reasonable potential of becnaing dollar aarhets for Un.
. uturai eoaaodities* >ueh tans shall be converted into
the types and kinds Si foreign currencies as th
necessary to carry out the provisions of this subsection anc such
IS shall be deposited to a special Treasury account and shall
not available or expea >t for carrying out the pro-
visions of thi3 subsection. Notwithstancing any other provision
of law, if sufficient foreign currencies for carrying out the
pu f this subsection in such countries are not pthertrl
available, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed
to enter into a. : seatents with such countries for tr. I of
surplus agricultural coaaodities in inch aaouati as tfc -etary
Agriculture detesniJ uate and for tin Of the
proceeds to carry out the purpose of this subsection
(b) To purchase or contract to purchase, in such anounts as
may be specified from time .. in appropriation acts, strat
or other raaterials for a supplemental Un: stockpile of






hi strati \t oths: i Lais -acquis
shall be placed in the above naaed supple anneal ttockpij
shal :>nly u: ion
nd Crlti rials "tock t;
(c) To p Llitery equipnent, wat>
for tilt: couuon defensef
(d) For f inane ii,c the pui hase of got
. ty conn
, For promoting balafl : asoaic *t anc tri one,
ions, for which purposes not *ore than 2i> per centua :ur~
rencies r\ ... purjuant tfl I such : | avail;: .
through and under the ney 33
the Pre • ihai; X for . actually agi _ ... a
mcy ana the country with which tlu >0 Unit,
States business firsts anc branches* subsidiaries, or affilia'
for buaii Lopaei ... in
such countri*. for ioan^ or fo for
the estafa mt of facilities 1 --ion,
.riixition, or otherwise Incressi iion of,
aarhcts for, Unit*;*. ^cultural products t Proyic.
however, That no such loans shall or thv of
and products to be exported to the Unite-. States in competition
with products pr 1 the United States or 1 nufactu
or production of any ity to be ted in competition with
Unit ulturai Ities of*
For i ia repayment of such loan
(f) To pay Unit fees obligations ai>roa.
;
os to presets uiultiiaterai t
-loptuent, «a facilities of -
friendly nation fro& which the foreign currency was obtainec or
in any other which the F nt &ay deea to be appro-
priate. Stral *alerials, stsrv or foreign curi
ccepted in paytaent of .-such loans;
(h) For the finaox .national Ltlonal exchai
activ- ens authorised by section \2 (b) (2; oi
LttS Property Act (50 U.S.
(b)) anc foi in such amounts as ana
fro. ropriation acts ol pic for the inter-
chafi r3ons uncer title II of che Un tates Lnforaatioa
anc tional Exchange Act of 19U8, a (22 <J..;.-. iLuo).
In the allocation oir funds as a&ony the various purpos.
in thi .ion, a wrt shaii be eade ^0 prov »x the
purposes of this su ion, including parties ort with
ird tot (1) countries wherv funds are not avail?
.\iH
M
i otter sources lor ?uch purposes, ami (2) c
; can be negotiate tnd with the lftt
r yean pui . . i,
such special and particular effort to i Lag as-'
of sue sale proc. tad load
title, not in ;s of J r in any on^ country for
a period of not Bore than iiv*.
ainv fcary o" ;r the purpo-
of this su on;
(i) For financing th i] oicn, publication, and distribution
of book periodical-?, inciu publication
Provided, That, no ,ay be aliocatea for thi^
purpose durinj any fiscal ja
(J) For pre -o activities an- projects au-
thorized by section 203 of the United states Infonaati a
cation:- as am. . ), but
no foreign currencies which are available u. of any
; it ion for the general use of the Uni
states shall be or the purposes of tnis tion (j)
without appropriation fer|
(R) To c©j . , collate, translate, abstract, ana dissecans?'
lie an I information and to conduct
and support otivitUs ov. i including proo;ra.H3 Ml
pro J ope rat. " en the UtaJ
other countr' itnst leaf JO»-
i of BAankinc or unique to individual rt^ions of the
I to p; I ipport progress of .aeaicai .
scientific researc. Itural ana eaucatio; (feiopnentj health,
nutrition, sanitation: Provided , That foreign currencies
shax far the purposes of t. cion (in ion
to funds otherwise aads aval . puip;, aiy in such
ints as may b, E I .iac to titae in appropriation Acts;
(1) For the acquisition by purchase, lease, rental or otl
of sit . for Unit.
Gov Including - .unity
an* m . .pair, it ion
and furnishing of such buildings and facilities: Provi led , That
forreign current hall be avai.. for the purpj
.ion (ii uion to funu . r-wise aade available for
such purposes) in 3uch aaounts as I t specified frota tiaa to
tiiae in appropriation ac
For financing in such a&ounts ar.
n appropriation aces (a) ; fair participation ai
tivities authorize nternational





(22 , I . ricultural and horticultural fair
participation ana related activiti
>r financing under vn.. .tion o . rarian of Con-
in consultation with the Nati ffidation I
ipecified
fro- e in appropriation acts, (l) p
for the analysis a i.uation of fort.
boohs, peric Ls, and och I trials to w whether ttu
woui provide information of technical or scientific signifies*)
in the Uni I whether such b: teals, and
other materials are of cultural or educational significance; (2)
the .ry, in , binding, reproduction, cataloging,
abstracting, -'nation of books, perl Is,
and related materials determined to have such significance
the acquisition of such books, periodicals, and oth. Us
.posit thereof in librari
Uniteo »tatea specializing i areas to which they relate;
(o) For pro. assistance, in such amount- :peci-
in appropriation acts, by grant or
in t pans ion or operation in fox -:untrie3 of establish
schools, colleges, or universities fcunc. sponsored by
citizci the Unit for t) y.i^ si enabling
educational institutions to carry on pre ..at ion*
professional, scientific, technological, <: i ucatienj
(p) For supporting woi •' . ican stti .an
acational techniques ?nc supporting chairs in Asterloan studies;
For assistance tc extraordinary relief
. cits other tnan require for surplus food .ties:
Prove That not wore than a total amount equivalent to
$"S>," . <y be utade avaii purpose curing any
fiscal year;
F >r financing the preparation, distribution, anl exhib-
it!, io-visuai infor ucational materials,
including Govern iterials, abroad? Prov ided
,
That no
than a total amount equivalent tc 53 nay be
for fiscal year, but nothing in this
suL n shall limit or affect the use of foreign currei . I
finance the preparation, distribution, or exhibition of such
in connection with t, aarket . .jp-
. activiti tian i
(s) For the sale for dollars to A; tour ucn
ter. .ion as the P cribej
.:: .
Provided, however, That section lhVj> oi the ;uppi cental Appropriation
Act, 1953 * shall apply to a] -ign currencies us. .nts u<
ctiona (d) ai . . Unites states obligations
inv anls under subjection (f) and to not . ttea IC
cerr currencies which accrue under thi3 tltlci
Pr however, That the President is authorized to waive 3v
i.Tty~oT section In any it





That -.hail be avail-
able pursuant to subsecti (p), and (r), except in such






£ !"^n * 3.* 5' I Otis witl
In ohe Unit* \% the bonus,
writie ( other obi of any foi -.rnsaent o.' political
•ubdivisli treof or any organisation or 3n
bthalf of a fe 1 subdivision thereof, issu.
After April i any loan to such i tat,
>n, : anieation cept a r^ritwal or
jstaent of existing In while, such govarnaent, political
BOciation, I alt in the paym
at ions, or any part thereof, to the United States, shr.
fined no-, .prisone .i for not atore than five years,
or both.
Thi n is applicable Lo in ciivl nrtnej: ships, corpora-
tion ->ciation5 Oth public corporation- by or
pursuant to special $ of Congress, leas In vhi
tates has oi * a controlling interest through stoc*
otherwise;. While any fare] St is i both
of . .. Zntei i
lob am' Re- at, th; ihall not apply to bi
sale or purchase of bo icliyation O-
coverniiient or any political subdivision thereof or of any organization
or rJ.on actii half of such at or political
such it, politi




IC BSGOTIA _ .AND POLAND*
Th. n of the United States and Polish iconowie Delegations
hav joint stat . announcing the Letion of the
atiations between the .nts which began on February
26.
md have entered into credit and
it to Pol. agriculU
unt of win t in the fei
i .it, to be a -port Bank of Washington.
In addition, an uat of $18/, is prov I ;>r in an a nt
tne sslc of cotton and fats si Li to polar:. local surrency
h zlotys) pursuant to : riculturai Tra
).
The representatives of the two LtO prepared the
. of a supplement t« the agri : surplus
which woui tt ju-3v on for the 3al-„ of
jricultural and cotton) U at
$1:6,100,.. port prices ana including ocean transportation. It la
hopec that the si it may be I ion as ,
slotys receiv by the Uni tates uu
turai will b. at tht i
to one dollar, ost favorable prevailing rati of exchange, in
pecial Such zlotys will be ava for
. lerican Enbassy la Warsaw. The
-at, be ears al . the agree-
rnaeni urchstse for dollars, a
to exceed $72< sr, such zlc i tne Haiti
. Upon entry into force of the supp; this s.nount
would be increase C: to
Iht ' • tovernaent has . Li tonal
purchase of agricultural and other coi ies in the Unit. tates
under credit or local currency sales ari tents. The Unit-..
will continue t. ila and viil give consideration to
ions with the Polish Government i . :t to thssi at a
mutually convenient date.
artiaent of ,tate, for tl s, No. jlt3 > June 7, 1557.
s Je i
^nts have al upon otiati
at oi iUterican . .t Pola
lationalization &easur iter II anc the
prewar Polish a33tt3 in the Uni
There is at present no i .-.stiiaete of the value rican
ty aft by nationalization and other prop< by
Polane. As one of the i in U aration for tht vdons,
the United States For Lai ion will in the near
future issue a public no'. .an ell ;rnish
certain inforaatioa with t to their property clai&s against Pol;
The v; Luc i prewar Polish assets in the United >tac
estiiaated at less than $;
In separate actions, tin rnment of the United States is taking
follow; oac.cn :ial and financial
with Pol:
The Uni isury ^part.^mt i ir-
cular 6i>5 30 ss ^ reaove the pro .-n on the transmittal of Treasury
stances in p&yment of SoeiaJ other
ben 3 laws to Polish rs
have been prohibited sin i. The Polish :. has Lfife
Unit. at of the change in polish exehan
inistrati . ulations ano particularly of thu regulation oi
Polish ;.er of Finan lag thl
hibition on the possession of foreigi. of payment by Polisl
zens in the country, as well as of the introouction of a i
rate ii ive fi ruary 11,
l. These chan i itflc for Polish citizens to r^
froia abro . i" this Kind, and to hole' or cash
3 at t: fficial rate of excha:. jrrently 21. zlotys to
onv.
Its . ri culture oi the Unit announciv
that the ity Ci orporation is now prepared to con
applications fc it arrangements in connection with export sales of
: rporation cojaac uipj&ent or transshipment
to PoU
The Department of Coau&erce will shortly announce a.. its of
its export conti juiations to simplify licensing proc.
for United Stat, arts to Pols:





distant Secretary of State for airs,
.an of cfre t at ion.
Harol ... Clellan,
A3Sistan -tary of . .e.
rl L. Butz,
Assistan- ry of Ajricuitu-
.uarc H. Van Dy~





Director nistry of Finan..
Chairman of ation.
. tat Is law i,
W i to the President of the National Bank of Pola.
Dr. Zygatunt Karpinsai,
to che ?: .-, of the National bank of Polo
-;ard Iwaszfdewicz,
•iber, Planning .^ion of the Council InisU
iki,
Departiuental Director , ministry of Foreign Tr» i .
aconot-ijc negotiations between the Unite j >tac^s an - Poian.
Announcement w ••. Shall an o; the
'lEions
The econc , iations between the UnU
whier oruary 26, were CO
As a result oi these negotiations the cwo Go fits hev
iipon ai cultu:
products frc =or the jettleta^nt






.nts concerning Polish purchases of -ties and
equipment in th Unite" >iat
1. The Unit will to Poland a line of
blister. ... port-Liiport
hteshington, for the pure [cultural
tin] .-int and the it of trans-
portation i. The credit will oi-
lers and will bear interest at U»l/2$« Payments on the
Incipal amount of the . will in 1962 ai
will i period ol 2J yea
2. Under the t< nyricultural Trade Develop*..
and Assistat t the Uni a to Pol
for locaj tncy, cotl fats and oils, pursuant
an agreement watered into between the two Governments.
The export value o iti provided for ur.
this agrc her with transportation cost 3 for
products in Un : is about
The Export- Import tt of to~
ther with sh'. the Agricultural
Ag. - would enable Polanc % the following
purchases in the Uni latest
Quantity sort Value
ity (Approxiaat (Approximate)
Wheat m r: .. tons
tton 25,600 metric ton? 19,20.,.
mis trie tons 6,0
Fats and oils 17,500 metric tons
inj .aching
Tr ion (estimate 9,7
**• Preparation of text of .-auppleuiental A .at
1. The two Gover: .lso preparer tne text of
supplement to the iltural Commodities A. :it
wh" , when ive, provide for the sale












21a, i trie tons
$2+6 , 1 " ),
Th . of this supplement to the Agricultural
- provides that it would become
,'ve upon signature. Senile this text cannot be
at the present , it is the intention of
the two Governments to arrange for signature at \
earliest practicable dftte.
III. Property questions
1. The two Governments have agreed to start, early in 1
in Warsaw, negotiations for a In
American propt Lolas resulting from nationalization
and other prop ^kings by Poian .
2. The two Governments will also bf scussion at an
early aste looking toward the lie of pre-war Polish
let* in the Uni. Ltefl which have been blocke
alations of the Government of the United States.
PL JULTUKAL . ---NT
i IITSD 3TATB KICA AND
II < PD1 . : PLfi PUBLIC
The Government of the United states of America and the Government
of the Polish Peop ; . blic,
iognlsll iirability of expanding trade in agricultural
itween their two countries in a manner which would not
displace usual mark. m Unit... itea of these cc or
unduly disrupt world prices of agricultural c -ties;
isidering that the sale of agricultural produced in
the Uni ., ites for zlotys vilJ it in achieving such an expansion
of trade;
Desiring to set forth th rstandings which govern the to]
of agricultural commodities by the Government of the Unit. of
-
ica pursuant to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development m
Assistance Act of 195^, as ., and the measures which the two
Governments will take individually end collectively in furthering the





Have agreed as follows:
ARTIU
ALES FOR LOCAL CURRENCY
ject to the issuance by the Government of the United States of
acceptance by the Government of the Polish Peopi mblic
durii r 31 » 1937, of purchase authorizations,
the Government of the United States of Aner ica undertakes to finance the
rchasers authorized by the Government of the Polish People
Republic oi .. following agriculture' arsuant to TitJ









Purchase authorization* >uant to the above will incl.
provisions related to the procu . ties, the
uaistances of the deposit of ioty3 accruing ire
sale, and other relevant matters.
TICLb XI
US- j cLQTY.;
1. The two Governments agree that the zlotys accruing to the
. ernaent of the Uni
-
ica as a consequence of thc
made pursuant to this Agreement will be used by the Government of the
Unitec i of America, in-e with Section 10], of the Agricul-
tural Trt At and Assistance Act of 19f>U> as ac.
develop new ma:. :>r Uni. gricultui er
subsection (a) thereof; to finance the purchase of goods or services for
other countries under subsection (d) thereof; to pay United jtates obli-
gations u. Lon (f) thereof; to finance educational exchange
activities under subsection (h) t ; and to fin. ne translation,
ication and distribution of books and periodicals under s ion
(i) thereof.
. The zlotys accruing unaer this Agreement shall be expended by
the Government of the United States of A i, for the purposes stal.
in paragraph 1 of this Article, in such manner m ir of priority as
-I -.
the Government of I I of America shall determine* It is
hat, with respect I ese of or services for
other count.. Jm types * quantiti. I will be subject to
•u between the two Gov its.
11
xr of zlcty ;
i. The amount of zlotys to be . .- - I account of t
Unitec States shall bt ollar sales value of the coonocities
m Government of che Unic tes cc
into zlotys at che highest of any rate dange (i. 3t
number of zlc , liar) establish tog Urn .vernssent of the
Polish People's Republic or any agency thereof, prevailing on the c
of dollar Liar sales wU
shall inci irsed er tin. uy the
Government of the Unit iat it
shall not include any cost of ocean t , resulting fro-
Uni it that eeaaaditj b transported on U.
flag vessel?.
2. The two Gov ree that the following proce< u:
apply with respect to the zlotys deposited to the account United
states untie r tnis A at.
(a) On the date of the deposit of such zlotys to the
account of the U.S. they shall, at the same i
01 at which they were deposited, be con-
verted and transferred to a sfl tar
iotainai count to the credit of the United
ievernaent in the Mat!
(b) Withdrawals in zlotys frow such special collar
account by the Unite
uses referred to in Article II of this Agreement
than the purchase of goo rvlcea for
other countries shall be paid by the National
Bank of Poland at the highest of any rate of
(i.e. the la r of zlotys per
ollar) established by the Pawn rue lit of
the Pc fecple's Republic or any agency thereof*
vailing on t withdrawal, provid
that if such rat. ss favorable than the rat
at which zlotys wei osited unoer paragraph 1






(c) Payment for purchases of goo /ices for
other countries referred to in Article II of
this A ittall tselag the
n the dollar denominated account by an
cunt equal to the dollar prices of such pu-
agreed upon by the two Governments.
(a) If any unused balance remains in such special
dollar denominated account on and after June 1,
1962, the Government of the Polish P : s
public agrees that if the Unit .vern-
nt shall so elect, the National bank of
Poland wi
ites the sua . change
annually, a June 1, 15*62; CI each
June 1; ioilar excha
paid for by reducing the balance in the dollar
lominated account by the ;at.
.
GaMERAL UMD£KTAKr
1. The Government of the Polish People's Republic 1 1 that it
will take all possl .'.asures to prevent the resale or transshipment
to other countries, or the use for other than do purposes (except
where such resale, transshipment or U3e is sp ally approved by ti
Government of the Uni > of ,A ), of the surplus agricultux
ities purchased pursuant to the provisions of this tent, and
to assure that the purchase of such CO I does not result in in~
ssed availability of these or like ST export to other
count ri
2. The two Governments agree that they will tak enable
caution to assure that sale3 or purchases of surplus agricultural
ities pursuant to thi • at will not unduly disrupt world
prices of agricultural co or displace usual marketings of
Unit ites of America in these
TICLe V
OOMSUUATIQ
The two < < will, upon ...st oi
consult re> r relating to the application of t






This Agreement shall enter into .. zpon signature*
IK ;pfcctive i i ntatives, duly
author for thi the present tent.
iupiicate I ,-hington in t lish
lar of Jui ?.
FOR TK BIT OF Tm UNITED :?TATE> OF JA:
THDRSTES V. KALIJARVI




PLUS , . AGRj ...
AMD 1
The Government of the United States of America and the Government
the Polish Peoj.i ^public,
jgnizing the desirability of expanding trade in agricultural
commodities I their two countries in a wanner which would not
displace usual Bark i of the Unit i or
unculy aisrupt warId prices oi agriculture
lag that the 3ait ior zi ; cultural
produ a in the Uni e< bates will assist in achl h an txpansion
of tra
•iring to set forth the understandings which vill govern t
sales of agricultural cob t wernaenb of the Ur
of America pursuant to Title I of the Agricultural
Assistance Act of i$>5k> as aaea :no tb*. i which the two
Governments will take individually ana collectively in further i-
expansion cf trade in such
Have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I
SALES FOR LOCAL CURRENCY
:t to the issuance by the Government of the United -itates of
acceptance by the Government of the Polish People's Republic
of purchase author izatic tent of the Unit*., of
rica undertakes to finance the sale to purchasers authori*
tt of the Polish Peopl- public of the following agricultural
ceaaoditlea pursuant to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Devciopia














Purchase authorizations will be issuec not Latter than
calendar days after the effective of this a it* lii^y wili
include provisions relateu to very of coano-
. ies, th tin circumstances of t. >f the zlotys accruing
such sai other relevant rs.
ARTICLE H
USES OF ZL
1. The two Governments agree tnat the ziotys accruing to the
Government of the Uni ates o- I a consequence of the .
made pursuant to this Agreement wiii be lifted by the lit of the
United states of America, in accordance with Section 10a of t ' i-
cuiturai development ana Assistance Act of 195u, as to
help to for United states agricultural co
under n (a) '' to f inane. v. the purchase of
:
v-
ices for other countries aodai Mbftectioa (d) til | to pay United
States obi i.nations uncer subsection (f) thereof| to finance educational
exchange aetivitii r subsection (h) thereof; and to f inane*, the
translation; -ion and distribution of books Bad periodicals un
tion \i) thereof.
2. The zlotys accruing under this A -nt shall be expen
by t: t of the Unitec States of America, for the purpc-
stated in paragraph i of this Article, in such aann- of
prior U,> i tfea Governaent ai the United states of America shall deter-
mine . It is tood that, with respect to the purchase oi
aarvices for other countries., the types, quantities and prices wili
subject to negotiation cetween the two Government .,
.
ARTICLE III
DtFOSIT OF ZLOTY S
I. The amount of zlotys to be deposited to the account oi the
Uniceci States shall be the dollar sales value of the coauaodit: . iia-
fcursed or financed ny the Government . United Stat.
• zlotys at the highest of any rate of exchange (i.e., the l-
bar of zlotys per H. ;. ollar) established by the Government of the
Polish People's Republic or any agency thereof, prevailing on l-<
of dollar disbursements by the Uni ates. kich dollar sales value
shall include ocean freight and handling reiabttraed or financed by the
rnment of the Unit tea under this ; cent that it
ll not in'. it of ocean : .sultir. I a






2. The; two Governments agree that the following procedure shall
apply with r to the zlotys dep the account of the United
States under thi at.
(a) On :. .e of the deposit of such zlotys to ti
account of the U.S. they she 1.1, at. ths same rate of
exchange at which they v- ,onv«.r
and transferred to a special dollar icnoial.
account to the credit of the Unit i Government
in the National Bank of Polar. .
(b) awals in slotya f: :i 3peciai dollar de-
account by the {jr. I A tea for uses re-
ferred to in Article II of thi ieat other than
purchase Oi I or services for other countrl
shall pmld by the Nation at the
highest of any rate of exchange (i.e., the
nu ys per U.S. dollar) establish*., by t
Gc . tut of the Polish Peor ; ' Republic or any
ncy thereof, prevailing on the lU >1 the with-
drawal, pro, chat if such rate is less favorable
than the rac under
paragraph 1 oi this Article, the rate in paragraph 1
shall apply.
(c) Payment for purchases of Ice* for other
l referred bo in Article II of thi lent
shall I e by reducing the balance in the dollar
nominated account by an amount equal to the dollar
prices of such purchases tf > by the two
sraaeo
If any unused balance, regains in such special collar
detu account on and aft ,• , the
Gc r\l of the Polish People's Republic agrees
that if vtates Government shall se elect*
the National Bank cf Poland will sell to the Govern-
ed of the ffelted states the su< in
.ill:.- sags annually, beginning on inarch 1,
and on each sue i, such dollar exchanj
to be paid for by it cae balance in the dollar
loaiaated account by the same amount.
ricu£ IV
c^AL I i ^3S
1. The Government of the Polish Peep! public I that it
will take all pc to prevent the resale or transships
to other countries, or the use fc oic purposes (except
where such resale, transshipment or us>.. leciflcelly approved by the
•'- SfcOC .•Ob j'U.
5lftt X& btV
Gov -he Uni ica), of the surpi
i
iccitu
pursuant to the provisions of this rat,
to assure that the pm of such i not result in
Increased availability of these or like c: rt to oth.
countr
I
The two Governments agree chat they vill take reasons
precaution to assure that sales or purchases of sui cultural
co pursuant to thi . I .....:-. ill not unduly disrupt wor
prices of agricultui r place usual Marketings of the
United Stat tea in these eestaoditi
AhTICLb V
COMSOLTATIOa
The two Governments will, upon the n J^ar of t
consult regt at lag to the application of this Agree-





This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature.
IN WITNESS V; •. respect iv- resefttativeSj duly au~
tho : - for tnc purpose, have signed the present Agre-
Don uplicate at Washington in tl dish and Polish
languages this fifteenth day of February, 19> •
FORTH- QFTH. TAT2S OF cAi
/S/ WILSON T. ;:. hJiLL, JR.




Ajic-ciient signed at Washington June Un-
entered into force June ldj
With exchange of notes .""
SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL COili'lODITIES AGREEMENT BETWEEK THE UNITED STAT1
OF AiJERICA AND THE POLISH PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
The Government of the Unit. ites of Acueri rnment
of the Polish PeopJ blic,
agnizing the ability of expanding in agricultural
vies between their two countri, a manner whi^h would not
displace u of the Unit ces of these co&aiodities or
unduly disrupt world prices of agricultural eoanoditiasf
Considering that tht sale for zlotys of agricultural commoditi.
produced in the Uai tates will assist in achieving such an expansion
of trs»
Desiring to rth the understandings which wiil govern the
sales of agricultural co by the Government of the Unit.
ursuant to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Developme
and Assistance Act of 1 and the .aeasures which toe two
Ldually a: in furthering t
expansion of trade in such . ititsj
Hsv as follows:
1
ftJLES FDR LOCAL CURRi^CY
oject to the issuance by the Governaient of the Unit of
rica and acceptance by the Government of the Polish People's RepubJ
of purchase authorizations, the Govt; of the United States of
ica undertakes to finance the sale to purchasers authorize by the
Government of the Polish Peopl .public of the follow!. icuitu
pursuant to Title I of the Agricultural Trada Develop:-.,








Corn anci/or grain sor^rn. .6
Cotton 8.8




Purchase authorizations will be issueo not later than $0 calendar
days after the effective date of this Agi b. They will inci
provisions related to the procurement a:; very of coaanoJities, the
time and circumstances of the deposit of th. accruing from such
sale, and other ant matte' ,
ARTICLE II
U^Eo OF 2LQ1
1. The two Governments agree that the 2loty3 accruing to t
it of the United States of America a3 a consequence of the *a]
made pursuant to this sent will be used by the Government of th.
United >t of America, in acco' with Section LjU of the Agricul-
tural Tr-- at and Assistance Act oi to help
Lap new narkstS for .ates agricultural COS under
subsection (a) thereof; to finance the pur oi goods or services for
other countries under subsection (d) thereof j to pay Uni .. b 3 ob-
ligations under subsection (f) thereof; to float! cational exchan
activities under subsection (h) thereof; to finance the translation,
publication and distribution of books and periodicals under subsection
(i) thereof; and for other expenditures ay the Government of the Unit
States of America unaer subsections (*), (l), (at), ana (n) thereof.
Uses under subsections (k), (1), (a), and (n) shall be subject to
. slative action by the Cony re ss of the Uni.
2. The zlotys accruing under this A ent shall be expended by
the Government of the United States for the purposes stat.
in paragraph 1 of thi uch manner and of priority a3
the Governaent of the Uni bates of America shall m. It is
rstood that, with respect to the purely. or services for
other countries, the types, quam and prices will be subject to






1. The amount of zlotys to ,ited to the account of tl
Government of the Uni .ates of Aiaerica shall be th. ar sal
value of the comae or fin at of
United States of America converted into zloty3 at the highest of
any rat xchan ., the largest of zlotys per ol-
lar) established by the Government of the Polish Peopl or
any agency thereof, prevailing on the dates of dollar disbursements by
the Go j£ the Un rica. sales
value shall inc^ ean freight and handlin, or finan
by the Government of the Uni tec s of America under this Agr
except that it shall not include any extra cost c. n freight
resulting from a Quit r.es requirement that tin
transported on Uni ite3 flay vessels.
2. The two Governments agree that the following p 11
apply with respect to the zlotys depc to the accov :>v-
ernaent of the United itates of America under this Agreement.
(a) of the posit of such zlotys to the account
of the Unit tes they shall, at the same rate of
exchange at which be conve
tran.-: to a specie] account to t
credit of the II . . -vernaent in the National
Bank of PoU
(b) 'Withdrawals in zlotys 1 ich special dollar
account by the ates for uses referred to in Art.
II of this ; .at other than the purchase or
services for c ountries shall be paid by the National
Bank of P at the highest of of exchaj
(i.e., the largest number of zlotys per U. ilar) estab-
li' b . ient of the Polish People's Republic
or any agency thereof, prevailing on the date of the
withdrawal, provide! that if such rate is more appreciated
than the rate at which zlotys were deposited under paragraph
1 of this Article, the rate in paragraph 1 shall apply.
(c) Payment for purchases of goods or services for other coun-
ti
'
to in Article II of this Agreement 3haii
be made by reducing the valance in the dollar denominr
account by an amount equal to the dollar prices of such
purchases agreed upon by the two Governments.
(d) If any unused balance remains in such special collar denom-
inate a account on and after June 1, 1961*, the Government
of the Polish P . 1«* a epublic e that if the Uni







in the dolls -ccount by tl . at.
IV
•L UMDE
1. Fhe Qoverittent of the Pol: rees that
will take all possi I asures te lent
to other countries, or the use for other than .tic pui nt
where such n ^ranss
the Government of the Uni : ;- lerica), ttrplUS ttl-
tural pursuant to thl this I Mit,
such . i not result in
iftcrea r liKe co rt to oth.
I
2. The two Gov, ..hat they will take reason*]
:aution to assure that ilea plus a al
uodities pursuant to thl will not uncuiy disrupt wor
.
prices of agricultural ,j3l caarketings of the
of A&erica in
LO.fi V
The two Cow .-ither of the©,
. iny co the application 01 .




This A - Into force upon signatu^
IS luhor-
izec for the purpose, have
DO?. uplicate at tgtoa in the English and Poi
this tenth cay of June, 1J





IISG THI ULTURAL . .. I ENT
i lM£RICA
PGL.
urplus Agriculture I jdities A. . ie
Unite'. ea of America an 1 ti People's Republic, signed at
Washington June 10, 1959, is hereby aatndod to proviae for financin






Purchase authorizations will not later than Bin
cal. iter the effective date of this Agrees:
The provisions of thi nt Bn tupplei -ntal to and not in
at of the provisions of the Agreement of June Id, i
all provj >f the Agreement of June 10, 19^9 except as otherwi
provi a art applicable to this Agreement. Upon the entry
into force of thit: - ' specified in
paragraph 2 (d) of Article III of tin fit of June Id, 1 .all
be con.
,
and the sua »$2,lii?
;
;ubstituted ther




t Washington in th iish anc Polish I } both
equaj ichentic, thi3 tenth day of ;r, 19 .





UNITED rTAI. A AND
PI PL . IC
Tfr . .ural Con & Unh
_;rica and the Polish -lblic, sign - --ashington
ber 10, 1959 » : oy further anwn
as follows:
(1) Article I of ill Jurix. . by
it of K is further a.iuenued to pre for
linanc' rnaent of the United states of Africa i-






Purchase authorizations shall be applied lor not lfti an ni:
i) calendar days after the effective date of this A;. tt.
(2) iph 2 . Article III as tmmn <r
J3stitutino the H for the su
This snt shall into force upon signatur
. the respective representatives, duly author-
for the purpo; tnis A at.
DONE at Washington in the English ano Polish Ian , both
lly authentic, thl -y of February, 191








£ST CF THE UNIT Cfl
At r OF T
PU
The Government of the Unit.
Polish Peop> ' epublic:
ability of expaa 5 in agricultural
.etureen their two countries in a aianner which would not
usual marketings of the UnK ica of th
ities or unduly disrupt world price .ultural c
Considering that the purchase for slot] olus agricultural
.odities produced in the Uni ites >1 will assist in
achi h an expansion of tri
De orth the . ags which wil:
sales, as spec ifis :w, of surplus agricultural cou»moo ities to Poland
pursuant to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance
Act of I9$h, as amended (hereinafter re to as the Act) and the
uhe two Governments will take individually ana collec-
ly in furthering the expansion of trace in 3uch coau&odities;
Have agreed as folio
A. I
2L0TYS
1. iect tc the availability j .odities for prograi
under the Act and to issuar. . Government of the United States of
rice aa Government of the Polish
of purchase authorizations, the Gove of the UniU of
to finance the •• r slot tt-
thorised by the Government of the Polish People's Republic of ti
follov' ricultural conusodities determined to be surplus pursuant to















12. Applications lor purchase authorizations wi
ays after th t of t c. Purch
horlsations will be issued pro ^visions
o the sale and delivery of ir-




1. The twc that the ziotys accruing to the
craeent of the Unit as a consequence of the
,utant to this At will ot . by the Government
of the United >tatet of America, in accordance with Action lOli of
Act, t Lap new markets for Ur<i oates agricultural co«a-
subsection (a) -x; to finance the pur of got
or services for ot. .untries u " . ay
Unit :ites obligations Ufl (f) thereof; to f:
ational i e activities un ubtectien (h) thereof^
finance tht translation, pu- on and cistribution of books
periodicals until tion (i) thereof; Cher s
at of the Uni= itates of America under subject ii
M$ (i)? (»)* (n), (q) and hareof.
2. The ziotys accrui
by the tnt of the Uni .ates : Lea, far the purpo
stated in paragraph 1 of this Article, in such Banner ant order of
priority as tl -i the Uni fcaerica shall
.It is understood that, Vith respect to the purchase oi
or services for other uountrits, the zyp*s, quantifies and prices will
iubject to negotiation between the two Governs I
III
DEPOSIT ca
1. The deposit vs to the account of the Go\ nt of
United States of America in payaent for the COflSK -' . an -an
transportation : financed by the at of the United States of
rica ( iccesfl costs result! ae requirement that Unit
States flag vessels be used) 3hall be at the highest of
of exchange (i.e., the largest nc ioty.» per U. ib-
lished by the Goverruoent of the Polish Peopj jpublic or any
thereof, prevailing on the dates of iolla- its by the Govern-
ment of the United States oi . : ca.
. The two Governments agree th 1 lowing pro;. 11
apply wit >ect to the ziotys to the account of the Govern-





(a) On the data of the Lt of such ziotys to the
account of the Uni Lates they shall, at the ate of
exchange at which they were deposited, be converted and
transferred to a special doHalt >no&inateu account to fc
credit of the United states Government in the Nationa.
of Polar. .
(b) Withdrawals in zlotys from such . iar
denominated account by the Un feates for uses referred
to in Article II of this A nt other than the purchase
of /ices for otter countries shall be paid by
the National Bank of Poland at the hi ... of any rata of
(i.e., the largest number of zlotys per U.
stablished by t it of the Polish
or any ;of, prevailing on th of
the w: iwalj provr at if such rate 3ppre~
cial «aft the rate at which, zlotys were deposited an
paragraph 1 of this Article, the rate in paragraph 1 shall
ply.
(c) Payuient ..irehases ci |oeds or services for other
ccunti ! red to in Article II of this Agtx. shall
be and* by reducing the balance in the dollar denominated
account by an amount equal to the collar prices of such
purchases agreed upon by the two Governments.
(d) If any unused balance regains in such special dollav
denominated account on and after July 1, 1970, the Government
of the Polish People' s Republic e -hat if the Uni
States Government shall tct, the National Bank, of
Pot ill sell to the Qovernaent of the United states the
^0,000 in collar exchange annually, beginning on
July 1, 1970, and on each succeeding July 1, such dollar
to be paid for by reducing the balance in the dollar
enoaiinated account by th amount.
ARTICLE IV
OfflERM. UNDERTAKINGS
1. The Government of the Polish People's Republic agrees that
it will ta . ssible sitasures to prevent the resale or transship-
ment to other countries or the use for other than domestic pui
L where such resale, trans*) • or use is specifically approv-
by the Government of che United States of America), of the surplus
agricultural commodities purchased pursuant to the provisions of this
lent, and to assure that the purchase of such i not
result in increased availability of these or Like CO I for export
to i. suntrl
2. The two Governments agre« that they will take r^asonai
precautions to assure that all or pu. f surplus agricul-
tural ities pursuant to this A cnt will not displace usual
f the Uni. ;tes o. Lea in these commodities or









OVenNBeot of the poli pi*' a Republic agrees to
furnish, upon request of the rica, information on
the progress of the program particularly With the arrival




The two ^iovem&ents will, upon trie request 01 cither of theru,
consult regar go the application of t




The Agreement shall enter into fares upon signature:.
Ill WlTNt, F, the respective representatives, duly author-
ised for the purpose, have th«. p, tt.
DONE in duplicate at Washington in the fci and Polish





THB GDI iNT OF THc PCLl LICl








Th- rnment ^rica anc the Governs
of the. P People's Republi<
sslrability of expa; icultural
. their two countries in a cianner which would not
Lace u . . the Unit i of America in th*.
commodities or unduly disrupt world prices of agricultural coauaoditit .
chat the purchase for zlotys of agricultural commo-
in the Unit • Ice will assist in achieving
such an expansion of tra
set forth the m 3 which will govern the
sales, as sp i, of agricultural les to Poland pur-
suant to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance
Act, > . . to as .
which the two Govt s will take individually and collectively in
further in xpansion of trade in su: ItieS]
Have a as follows:
. 1
SALES Ft
i. I ti the G- ent of the United Stat
of America ana acceptance by the Government of the Polish PeopK
Repuolic of purchase authorizations and to the availability of com-
modities under the Act at the time of exportation, the Government of
the United States of America undertakes to finance the sales for
zlotys to purchasers author y th« Government of the Polish Peopl








2. Applications for purcha lorizations will be made within






applications for purchase authorizations for any additional commoditi
or amounts oi provided for in any
it will be mace wic ys of - ate of su
Purchase authorizations will be itatted promptly ana will include pro-
visl Lacing to the sale ar . :very a -ties, the ti
circumstances of deposit of the zlotys ftccntifl I such sai
oth i
.
Purchase and shipment of the • . above
wii jf the effective date of tt
nt.
The financing* 3a -^ ana Salivary of commodities under thi3
snt may Lthar Government if that Government
i that -' changeu conditio] uiation of such
financing, sale or delivery is unnecessary or
ARTICLb II
. F ZLGTYS
i. The two Governments that the zlotys accruing to the
Government of the Uni ates of America as a consequence of the
sales aade pursuant to this A it will be used by the Government
of the Uni s of America, in a unce with Section 10ii of the
,
to he.; Lop new marKets for Uni cates agricultu
•jnder subsection (a) thereof; to finance the purchase of
or ser\ or other countries under subsection (a) thereof;
to pay Unite igations under subsection (f ; thereof; to
finance educational exchange activities under subsection (h) thereof;
.'inance the translation, publication . istribution of books -
periodicals under subsection (i) thereof; and for other expend itur
by the Government of the United States of Ameiiea under subsections
(J)t (*)» U) '* (nh (q) and (r) thereof.
2. The zlotys accruing under tfiJ
by the Government of the Uni .ate3 o... , for the purpc
stated in pa i 1 of this Article, in such manner ana of
priority as the Govern! s of America shall
ine. It is understood that, with respect to the purchase of
Tor other . :riefl, the types, quantities and prices
wii. to negotiation between the two Governments.
in
tt of ;
1. The amount of zlotys to ,o the account of t
Government of the United States of An tfiali the equivalent of
the dollar sales valu the an transportation
costs reimbursed or financed by the Government of the e: ".tates of
rica ( osts resulting from the requirement that United
d,es flag vessels be used) converted into zlotys, as follows:
'
(a) at the rate for dollar S3 jplicable to commercial
import transactions on t . ih '§ its
by the United States, provided that a unitary exchange
rati applying to all foreign exchange transactions is main-
tained .by the Government of the Polish People's Republic,
or
(b) if more thi v . trans-
ions existi, at the highest of any rate of exchange (i. .
th (; Uotys per r) establish
by the naient of the Polish Peo ublic or any
ncy thereof, prevailing on the dates of dollar dis-
bursement by the Government of the United itates of America.
2. In the event that a subsequent agricultural ies
agr. or agreements she;.! ilgned by the two Governments un
the Act, any refunds of zlotys which ..:e or 1
thi. .ment acre than two year- the effective date of this
Agreement voul y the Government of the Un; ~ates r . ica
from funds availab. the nest recent agricultural commodities
ement in effect at the time of the reiY
3. The two Governments agree that the following proc ;;iall
apply with resp-. to th. wmt of the Gov-
ent of the |ft»j of Asaerj m er this Agreement.
(a) On the date of the -jush zlotys to the account
of the Unit les they shall, at the same rate
exchange at which they were deposit. converted and
transferred to a special dollar denominate. ,ant to
Uh it of the United state; neat in the National
Ik of Pd land.
(b) Withdrawals in zlotys from such special collar
account by the United States for uses referred to in Arti
II of thi lit other than the purchase ftds or
services for other countries shall be paic by the National
Bank of Polanc at the highest of any rate of exchar
(i.e., the largest number of zlotys pei liar) estah-
1 i ghee by the Government of the Polish People's Republic
or any agency thereof, prevailing on the date of the with-
drawal, prov. hat if such rate is .tore appreciated than
the rate at which zlotys were deposited under paragraph 1
this Article, the rate in paragraph 1 shall apply.
(c) Payment for purchases of goods or services for other
countries referred to in Article II of thi nc sh
e by reducing the balance in the dollar denoaiina-..
account by an amount equal to the dollar prices of such
oon by the two Governments.
UMta
(d) If any unused balance regains in such special jolla il-
aated account on and after January 2, 1972, th* at
of the Polish People's Republic agrees that if the Uni
vernuient shall I ct, thfl of
Poland will sell to the Government of the Unite
the sum of liar exchange annually, be s in-
on January 2, 1972, ana on each succeeding January 2, 3uch
paid for by reducing the balance in
the dollar denominated account by the sa&t aaount.
IV
GENERAL UNDERTAKINGS
1. The Government of the Polish will
possibly uwasurus to prevent the resale or transshipment to other
countries or the use for other the. tstlc purposes (except where
such i ansshipment or U3e is specifically approveu by the
jovernment of the United States of Africa) of the agricultural
OS purchased pursuant to the provisions of thi.
and to assure that the purchase of such s not result
in increase c availability of these or 1 xport to
other countri
2. The two Governments wiil take reasonable precautions to as-
e that all sales or purchases of agricultural combo.
pursuant to this A. „nt vill not displace usual marketings of the
United States of America in these commc or unduly disrupt
world prices of agricultural commodities.
3. The Government of the Polish People's Re will furnish,
upon request of the Government of the United states of a,
information on the progress of tru. -am, particularly with respect
to the arrival and condition of comi» ;tanuings
commercial imports, and information relating to exports of
the same or like commooities.
ARTICLE V
CONSULTATION
The two Governments will, upon the request of sitin chem,
consult : lag any matter relating to the application of this Agrt










IK wi. -he respective represeatetiv i Uy
autho: purpose, have the present t.
DC. Licate at Washington in the English and Polish
lan
;
thi3 15th day of _r, 1^61.
GF THE UMITED STAT A:
EOKXM M MKTIN
m OF THE POLISH PBOPLfi'S ICi
TA uYCHDW

the : gi: of .c r^O^ 1:
Xd by exchange oi notes
at Washington April 19, l y'62j
Entered into force April i9_, 1,






I have the honor to refer to the Agricultural C w-
it of Decenbe 196l between the Government of the United ita .
a and the Govern v£ the Polish Peop ^public and to
the accompanying notes and to propose that, in reap j a request of
your Gov*, ent and notes be anended as follows in
to provide financing for cotton anc rice:
1. In Article I, add to tr. of comnio ->tton" in an
I lion and M JRice'' in an amount of . lllion; incr.
the amount for ocean transportation from !$ iion 1^
:-tal Volue of the Agreement to
. Billion*
.
2. In Article III, paragraph 3 (d), cb . 1 0* to
1
.
.ne following sentence to the third paragraph t
notes exchangee referring to ;ters related to thf at,
including exports and cohere ial laporti of agricultural
by poL,
ith respect to cotton textiles, it is undereto t sho;-
Po land's exports of textiles be inci ie period in
which the cotton included in this A at is utiliz
pared with ;ately preceding corresp-. period, a cor-
spending increase in imports of cotton other than cotton acquits
under this program will take j.
Insert the following paragraphs between the sixth and seventh
paragraphs of the not. co above:
[t is understood that the purchases and import of cotton by Pola
from the Un, .ates with its own resources will total at least






"It is understood that prior to July 31, i tand will purch
ar. from the Uni .ates of America with its own I jS
ic tons of ric«.
I have the honor to propose that this note and your reply con-
curring therein shall constitute an Agrecat .ween our two Govern-
us on this .matter to enter into force on the date of your note in
reply.
Accept, 1 iency, the renewed assurances of my h ; con-
tratie.

























Poznan riot tri Is In Polan .
utrai Ceaui t to install
of the Party.
lev York address by Preside!) nhower
regarding the captive nations.
Secretary oi Dulles' speech in




Poi. oy the Uni
.
States. sent to Chair^ian of the
littee on Foreign Relations by the State
Department
.
Uni - . betes invites Poland to h:
Economic talRs in Washington.
tconouiic negotiations ce,
Hous on Foreign Affairs
delegation visits East-Central gitrepe
conducting a study on United states
policy tower itellite nation
First proposal of ill ion y
the United ;jtat-.
First agreement signed for $95 million
Supplemental agreement prepared and in-
cluded in the June 7
-ti at ions nt.
Polish newspapers laud United states for
econooiic assistance to Poia

















Third round of v. ...
:ks the United Stat
. it.
,.n at Glivicej Poi.
Lier <
noaic ... -onvenes in
Washin^con.
Ill ion.
Sup baj ^ent si • Ll.fi
&1 agreement si^nec for $;'.;1.3
million.
Lai ;ned foi I j-lion.
by Poland hanged




Presidentia] ;aatc John F. Keane
suppoi t foi Poland in speech si
Chicago, Illinois.
the Union
ice iox Rev agreement.
Unit (helves P« I last
Tor iurLn-„: as 8 result oi the
v Poland on
tht














United Stales economic assistance to Pol
3 2768 001 98059 2
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